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Head's Forward

This year has been another busy year with many changes . However, one of the most

interesting things which I did, was to visit Japan where I had the opportunity to meet parents

of some of our Japanese pupils and to see something of the Japanese education system.

During my stay in Japan I was invited as a guest to one of the most enigmatic aspects of the

Japapnese culture, the tea ceremony . Traditionally it is men who are the hosts but increasing

numbers of women are studying the centuries old custom . The origins of the ceremony are

linked closely with Zen Buddhism and meditation is an integral part of it.

The excellence of the "tea master" is seen in the number of people to whom he is able to

convey the spirit of the tea ceremony . A guest should experience a feeling of spiritual

harmony with nature and a sense of humbleness.

Great care is taken in the selection of appropriate cups for the guests and many complex

rituals have to be followed, all designed to induce a feeling of tranquility.

Our "tea master" was the beautiful wife of the president of the largest foreign language

publishing company in Japan . She wore a traditional silk kimono in pink, embroidered with

cherry blossom and we all sat in a room specially constructed for the tea ceremony where the

dimensions and furnishings were all according to strict guidelines.

In the very high pressured world of modem Japan the value of these quiet rituals must be

enormous and for those of us on a short visit, it was a great pleasure to share in a very

different experience .	 I wonder if it would be possible in our newly re-furbished dining

room?
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TRIBUTES

John Lomas and Janet Grimes

John Lomas arrived at Stover in the Spring of 1984 and with his charm and easy manner
quickly became well established and popular - even when as Bursar the answer sometimes had

to be a firm `"no" to particular requests.

He was a great help to Rachel Evans who was acting Principal until my arrival in September

1984 by which time he already had the financial management of the school well under control.

Over the years the way in which he planned and kept to the budgets was complimented by the
auditors and he left the school in a strong financial position.

Two major operations and the ensuing sick leave caused his assistant . Janet Grimes. to take up
the challenge of acting Bursar, a task she undertook with her usual efficiency.

As a team they worked very closely and it was therefore not surprising that when John Lomas
finally resigned in July 1993 after sick leave since the previous February . Janet too decided to
seek pastures new.

We wish John well in his retirement and Janet success in her new post .

W .L.

John Colclough

John Colclough, a management accountant who had been Bursar m a G.S.A. day school in
Staffordshire for twelve years was faced with a daunting task in picking up the threads of the
Bursars department m October 1993 after the absence of a Bursar since the previous
February. However, in his down to earth, unflappable way he has gradually taken a firm hold
of the reins, catching up on the routine maintenance tasks which required urgent attention and
giving the school a much needed face lift . He has already brightened the school with pictures
and displays and is a key figure in the new marketing strategy.

We welcome him and wish him happiness in his new role .

W.L.
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MEMBERS OF STAFF

Stover 's Australian Visitor
for 1993
MICHELLE WEBB

Head Mistress:

Bursar & Clerk to the Governors:

Deputy Head Mistress:

Senior Resident:

School Chaplain:

School Secretary:

Head ' s Secretary:

Teaching Staff

Mrs W .E. Lunel, B.A. (lions) Bristol

Mr J. Colclough A.C.M.A.

Mrs S . Bradley B .Sc. (Hons) Portsmouth

Mrs H. Collinge, B .Ed . (Hons) Cardiff

Reverend C. Knott, B.A.

Mrs E .R. Shillabeer

Mrs J . Leitch

Mrs S . Bamberg
Mrs M. Batten
Mr R. Chadwick
Mrs R Cockell
Mrs H. Collinge
Mrs J. Cranmer
Miss N . Davies
Mrs T. Dinsdale
Mr G. Dunbar
Mrs V. Elce
Miss E. Evans
Mrs S . Farleigh

B.A. M.Sc. Cambridge
B.Sc. Royal Holloway College London
B.Sc. London
B.Sc. (lions) Exeter
B.Ed. (lions) Cardiff
B.Sc . (lions) Hull
B.A. (lions) W .Surrey College Art/Design
B.Ed. (lions) College St. Mark & St . John
Cert . Ed. Cheshire College
B.A. (lions) London University
B.A. (lions) Exeter
B.A. (Hons) Dartington College of Arts
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Mrs J . Howitt

Mrs J . Jorgensen
Mrs M. Kearney
Mrs J . Lee
Mr A. Le Fleming
Miss S . Lodwig
Mrs V. Morrall
Mrs R. Paige
Mr R. Priddes
Mrs A. Smith
Mrs V. Stevens
Mrs P. Taylor
Mr D. Topley
Mrs M . Whitehouse
Mrs N. Winston
Miss C. Young

Mrs M. Martin
Mrs A. Milford

House Staff

Mrs M. Bousfield
Mrs J . Henshaw
Miss G . Nicholas
Mrs S. Riddle
Mrs V. Ripley
Mrs M Smyth

M.A. B.Ed. (Hons) Exeter
Dip. Pastoral Care Plymouth University
B.A. (Hons) Hull
B.Ed. (Hons) Exeter
B.A. (Hons) College St. Mark & St. John
B.A. (Hons) Queen's College Cambridge
B.A. (lions) Warwick
B.A. (Hons) College St. Mark & St . John
C.S.S.D. London University Diploma
B.Sc. (Hons) Leeds R.S.A. Diploma A.LT.
B.A. (Hons) Durham
B.A. (Hons) Exeter M.A . Essex
Cert . Ed. London
B.A. Open University Cert. Ed. London
M.A. Oxon
Licence d'Anglais
B.A. (Bons) London

Librarian. Assoc. of the Library Assn.
Laboratory Technician

Cert. Ed. Sarum St. Michael, Salisbury

Sanatorium Sister
S .R.N.

Visiting Staff.

Mr C . Bellworthy
Mr A . Broom
Mrs G. Byrom
Mrs J. Burden
Mr R. Clarke
Mrs N . Daly
Mrs V. Evans
Mrs J . Hough
Miss C . Hayek
Mr C. Spencer
Mr A. Stark
Mrs V. Thresher
Mrs K. Vosper

Percussion
Voice

B.Ed. CANTAB
L.T.C.L .

	

Piano & Brass
Woodwind
Woodwind
Strings

L.T.A.

	

Tennis
L.R.A.M. Prof. Cert

	

Strings
Guitar
Brass

L.R.A.M., L.G.S.M .
Woodwind
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There have been several changes in the staff room since
the publication of last year's magazine.

Mrs Brenda Morgan and Mrs Stella Watson retired this
year . We wish them every happiness and look forward to
seeing them at school functions in the future . Mrs
Joanna Shaw also retired from her position as San.
Sister, but to her native Trinidad, which will make
visiting more of a problem!

Mrs Nicola Crawford (Head of Geography) has taken up the
position of Head of Humanities at Dartmouth Community
College.

We are delighted to announce the birth of a son, Owen
Patrick to Mrs Adele Rees, who left her post as Head of
P .E . shortly before the birth of her son.

Mrs Jude Cranmer returned to the staff after Easter
having been on maternity leave since the birth of her
second daughter, and we would like to thank both Mrs
Elizabeth Bates (a second teaching stint at Stover for
her) and also Mrs Isabel Palmer for covering the two
terms that Mrs Cranmer was away.

In September 1993 we welcomed Mr Anthony Le Fleming as
Director of Music and Mrs Sarah Farleigh as his
assistant . Miss Stephanie Lodwig joined us as Head of
Outdoor Pursuits and games teacher and Mrs Rachel Cockell
joined the Mathematics Department .

S .B.
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VALETE 1993 /1994

DECEMBER 1993

Anna ALFULAIJ
Yvette LEBALLEUR
Lucy STORRS
Martha CHESTER

MARCH 1994

Chloe LAKE
Helen RILEY
Anna GILL
Sarah KNOTT
Charlene BETTERIDGE

JULY 1993

Rukia ALI
Elizabeth ANTCLIFFE
Hannah ARMSTRONG
Kelly BENNETT
Lisa BENNETT
Jodie BEST
Victoria BRAIN
Jacinta BROOMS
Genevieve BUCKLAND
Elizabeth BUNNELL
Katherine CHISNALL
Sophie CLAPP
Julia COOPER
Louise DALRYMPLE-SMITH
Emma DAVEY
Elizaveth DAVIES
Sarah DOOLEY
Jane EVERETT
Phillipa FLOYD-WALKER

Rebecca GARDINER
Briony GEMMELL
Emma GRATTON-DAVEY
Alison GREEN
Helen HAMMOND
Charlotte HARRIES
Nicola HARVEY
Rachel HARVEY
Corinne HICKMAN
Victoria HOLLINSHEAD
Katherine HOLLINSHEAD
Joanna HUTCHINGS
Lucy JENKIN
Melody LAITENEN

Rebecca LAMBSHEAD
Melanie LEE
Fanny LIEURANCE
Danielle LONG
Faye McCLUSKEY
Katie McGAHEY
Annie MEHARG
Tessa MINERS
Alice PAXTON
Claire PERRY
Nina PETER
Emma RAMSDEN
Emily ROBERTS
Nicola ROVAI
Emily RYDER

Charlotte SAWARD
Rosanna SCOTT
Davina SIM
Sophie TALBOT-IMBER
TAM Ho Shan
TANG Cora
TANG Irene
Rachel TANNER
Riya TEJAPAIBUL
Caroline THOMAS
Charlotte TODD
Rebecca TOWNSEND
Kathleen TUDOR
Jacomina WAKEFORD
Zoe WALLIS
WAN Teresa
Amanda WILLIAMS
WONG Hefty
WONG June
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SAL VETE 1994

JANUARY

Katherine TUPPER

APRIL

Jessica COTTLE
Mami HIBINO

SEPTEMBER

Gemma ANDREW
Chizu AOKI
Karen BALL
Claire BLACKMORE
Laura BREACH
Zoe CAINES
CHAN Kit Ling (Corina)
CHEUNG Helen
Ella CHIVERS
Melody COOPER
Katherine COVEYDUCK
Lorna DEAS
Victoria DUPRE
Kyoko FUKIAGE
Catherine HART
Katie HAWKER
Tracey JEFFERY
Angela KWONG
Lucinda MATTHEWS
Samantha MATTHEWS
Daisy RAE
Esther RAE
Anne REICHE
Catherine SULZMANN
Dorothy SULZMANN
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Prizewinners

Form and Progress Prizes

Form 7E

	

Form Prizes - Elizabeth Aiming and Annie Meharg
Progress Prize - Sarah Knott

Form 7Y

	

Form Prizes - Nicola Croke and Jessica Latham

Form 8P

	

Form Prizes - Amel Alfulaij and Katherine Vine

Form 8B

	

Form Prize - Charlene Betteridge
Progress Prize - Eleanor Gray

Form 9D

	

Form Prizes - Jennifer Fisk and Charlotte Whittaker

Form 9G

	

Form Prize - Alice Hodges
Progress Prize - Phillappa Hearne

Form IOC

	

Form Prizes - Kerry Smitheram and Emily Ryder

Form 10R

	

Form Prizes - Louise Dalrymple-Smith and Kathleen Tudor

Form lOW

	

Form Prizes - Charlotte Harries and Charlotte Todd

Form 11C

	

Form Prizes - Lucinda Caunter, Chloe Garwood and Fiona Kempton

Form 11T

	

Form Prizes - Petra Lukacik and Joanna Webb

Certificates awarded by the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music

Forms 7 to 10
Elizabeth Anderson
Sarah-Jane Archdale
Louise Astbury
Phoebe Bavin
Hannah Carew-Gibbs
May Cheung
Sophie Clapp
Donna-Jayne Colville
Christina Constantine
Sarah Courtier
Nicola Croke
Camilla Dudley-Cooke

Caroline Grant

Ruth Hammond
Charlotte Harries
Amy Haw ken
Nina Hothi
Rebecca House
Sarah Hunt
Sally Jenkin

Flute Grade 2 Distinction
Singing Grade 3 Merit, Flute Grade 5 Merit
Clarinet Grade 2 Pass
Cornet Grade 5 Pass
Flute Grade 1 Merit, Flute Grade 2 Merit
Piano Grade 2 Distinction
Flute Grade 6 Pass
Singing Grade 2 Merit, Clarinet Grade 3 Merit
Piano Grade 1 Pass
Piano Grade 5 Pass
Piano Grade 3 Pass
Piano Grade 1 Pass, Flute Grade 4 Distinction,
Flute Grade 5 Pass
Piano Grade 1 Merit, Flute Grade 1 Merit,
Flute Grade 3 Pass, Singing Grade 4 Distinction
Piano Grade 4 Pass, Theory of Music Grade 5 Pass
Theory of Music Grade 4 Pass
Guitar Grade 2 Merit, Singing Grade 4 Merit
Piano Grade 1 Pass, Flute Grade 4 Pass
Clarinet Grade 2 Merit, Theory of Music Grade 3 Pass
Clarinet Grade 3 Merit
Flute Grade 3 Pass
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Chloe Lake
Rebecca Lambshead
Louise Latham
Yvette Leballeur
Joanne Lee
Leanne Lucas
Kei Ono
Emma Pocock
Emma Ramsden
Charlotte Rhodes
Anna Storrs
Natalie Strongman
Tanya Strongman

Victoria Tar
Kathleen Tudor
Anna Udy

Katherine Vine
Jacomina Wakeford
Charlotte Whittaker

Flute Grade 4 Pass
Clarinet Grade 5 Pass
Clarinet Grade 4 Pass
Singing Grade 2 Merit, Singing Grade 3 Pass
Piano Grade 2 Pass
Flute Grade 4 Pass
Piano Grade 3 Merit
Flute Grade 1 Distinction
Violin Grade 3 Pass, Singing Grade 5 Merit
Singing Grade 4 Pass
Theory of Music Grade 5 Pass, Violin Grade 6 Pass
Flute Grade 3 Pass
Piano Grade 1 Pass, French Horn Grade 3 Pass,
French Horn Grade 4 Merit
Piano Grade 1 Pass
Piano Grade 1 Merit
Flute Grade 1 Pass, Flute Grade 2 Pass,
Piano Grade 4 Pass
Flute Grade 4 Pass
Piano Grade 2 Pass
Violin Grade 4 Pass

Certificates awarded by Trinity College of Music

Forms 7 to 10

Amel Alfulaij and
Charlotte Llewellyn

	

Piano Duet Grade 4 Pass

Certificates awarded by the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music

Forms 11 and 12

Caroline Crossley

	

Theory of Music Grade 5 Pass, Voice Grade 6 Distinction
Laura Eldridge

	

Piano Grade 2 Pass
Helen Hammond

	

Saxophone Grade 6 Distinction
Sophie Hawken

	

Singing Grade 4 Merit
Sorrel Hughes

	

Theory of Music Grade 5 Pass
Hayley Newbury

	

Piano Grade 5 Pass, Trumpet Grade 7 Pass
Lucy Storrs

	

Piano Grade 6 Pass
Sarah Storrs

	

Flute Grade 8 Merit

Certificates awarded by Trinity College of Music

Forms 11 and 12

Caroline Crossley and
Sally Harris

	

Piano Duet Grade 5 Merit

Rachel Evans and
Anna-Marie Riddler

	

Piano Duet Grade 5 Pass

Music Awards
Bairstow Cup for the Pupil with the highest Associated Board Result -

	

Helen Hammond
Redstone Cup for Junior Instrumental Progress -

	

Caroline Grant
Wendy Insole Cup for Singing -

	

Emma Ramsden
Patricia Cardale Cup for Instrumental Achievement -

	

Hayley Newbury
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Certificates awarded by the London Academy of Music & Dramatic Art

Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 3 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Pass
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 6 Distinction
Mime Grade 3 Distinction, Acting Grade 5 Distinction,
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Honours
Acting Grade 6 Pass, Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 6 Honours
Senior Acting Silver Medal
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 3 Distinction
Acting Grade 2 Pass
Reading Grade 1 Pass
Acting Grade 8 Pass, Senior Acting Bronze Medal
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 3 Distinction
Spoken English Grade 1 Pass
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 4 Pass
Acting Grade 4 Distinction, Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Improvisation Grade 3 Distinction, Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Distinction, Acting Grade 6 Pass
Acting Grade 4 Distinction, Acting Grade 5 Pass
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 6 Distinction
Acting Grade 5 Honours
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 3 Distinction
Acting Grade 7 Honours
Spoken English Grade 1 Distinction
Acting Grade 1 Distinction, Mime Grade 3 Distinction
Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Pass
Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Mime Grade 3 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 4 Pass
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 4 Distinction
Acting Grade 4 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Pass
Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Acting Grade 4 Distinction
Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 7 Pass
Improvisation Grade 3 Distinction
Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Distinction
Acting Grade 6 Pass
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 4 Distinction
Acting Grade 4 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Distinction
Acting Grade 6 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Pass
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 4 Pass
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 3 Distinction
Acting Grade 4 Distinction
Acting Grade 5 Honours
Acting Grade 2 Pass
Acting Grade 4 Distinction
Mime Grade 3 Distinction, Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Honours
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 6 Honours
Junior Acting Medallion Distinction

Elizabeth Anning
Victoria Anning

Sarah-Jane Archdale

Hannah Armstrong
Vanessa Arscott
Prudence Atkinson
Alexandra Bamford
Jodie Best
Elizabeth Bunnell
Shirley Chan
Donna-Jayne Colville

Christina Constantine

Joanna Conway
Joanna Cook
Julia Cooper
Nicola Croke
Laura Eldridge
Alice Frendo
Nayra Fuentes

Caroline Grant

Nina Hothi
Sarah Hunt
Louise Latham

Yvette Leballeur
Danielle Long

Ayesha Markland

Annie Meharg

Alice Paxton
Caroline Petit
Victoria Petit
Emma Pocock

Emma Ramsden
Emily Reynolds
Susanna Reynolds
Charlotte Rhodes
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Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Pass
Acting Grade 2 Pass
Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 6 Distinction
Reading Grade 4 Distinction. Acting Grade 6 Pass
Reading Grade 1 Pass
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Honours
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 6 Distinction
Acting Grade 2 Pass
Acting Grade 5 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 5 Honours
Acting Grade 6 Distinction
Speaking of Verse and Prose Grade 6 Distinction

The English Speaking Board Certificates

Forms 7 to 10

Senior Grade Introductory
Elizabeth Arming
Vanessa Arscott
Elizabeth Bunnell
Nicola Croke
Katie McGahey
Annie Meharg
Emma Pocock

Senior Grade 2
Sarah-Jane Archdale
Joanna Conway
Caroline Grant
Leanne Lucas
Emily Reynolds
Charlotte Rhodes
Charlotte Whittaker

English as an Acquired Language

Foundation 1
May Cheung
Sarah Cheung
Fatima Tam
Teresa Wan

Foundation 3
Shirley Chan
Kei Ono

University of Cambridge Certificate in Communicative Skills in English
Level 1

Reading Test, Writing Test, Listening Test, Oral Interaction

Karin Chan

	

Pass
Shirley Chan

	

Pass
Sarah Cheung

	

Pass
Raya Tejapaibul

	

Pass

Anna-Marie Riddler
Charlotte Saward
Davina Sim

Kerry Smitheram
Victoria Tar
Jacomina Wakeford

Anna Wescott
Charlotte Whittaker

Very Good Pass
Very Good Pass
Very Good Pass
Very Good Pass
Very Good Pass
Credit
Credit

Credit
Very Good Pass
Very Good Pass
Good Pass
Good Pass
Credit
Credit

Very Good Pass
Credit
Very Good Pass
Very Good Pass

Good Pass
Credit
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Level 2

Kei Ono
Fatima Tam
Teresa Wan

Level 3

Vicky Chan
Cora Tang
Irene Tang
Hetty Wong
June Wong

Pass - Reading, Listening, Oral Interaction
Pass - Reading, Writing, Listening, Oral Interaction
Pass - Reading, Listening, Oral Interaction

Pass - Reading
Pass - Reading, Listening, Oral Interaction
Pass - Reading, Oral Interaction
Pass - Reading
Pass - Reading, Oral Interaction

Sports Awards
During the year over 300 awards have been made in gymnastics, sports acrobatics, rhythmic
gymnastics, athletics and swimming . Below are recorded awards of high calibre.

AAA 5 Star Awards

Louise Astbury
Sarah Hunt
Anna Storrs
Natalie Strongman
Charlotte Whittaker

British Amateur Gymnastics Association 1

Anna Storrs

Area Athletics

Katherine Hollinshead

	

2nd 800m
Sarah Hunt

	

2nd Javelin
Danielle Long

	

1st Discus
Natalie Strongman

	

3rd 100m

Cross Country AAA 5 Star Award

Joanna Kelsey

BAGA 5 Gymnastics Coach
BAGA 3 & 4 Grade Gymnastics Judge

Danielle Stone

Area Cross Country
Senior - 1st Place

Katherine Hollinshead
Joanna Kelsey
Catriona Kemeny
Emma Ramsden
Lucy Storrs
Emma Taylor
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1993 1st Lacrosse Team



West of England Lacrosse Junior Reserve

Debra Newbury

Central Council of Physical Recreation (CCPR)
Sports Leader's Award

Patricia Hunt
Hayley Newbury
Emma Wvness

Awards of the Royal Life Saving Society

Award of Merit including the Advanced Resuscitation Award

Kirsty Green
Naomi Tilley

Junior Sports Girl

	

Tanya Strongman
Partridge Cup (Senior Sports Girl)

	

Sally Harris
Jameson Cup (Support for School Games)

	

Emma Wvness

Outdoor Pursuits Department
Duke of Edinburgh Award

Kirsty Green

	

Bronze Award
Joanna Kelsey

	

Bronze Award
Catriona Kemeny

	

Bronze Award
Fiona Kempton

	

Bronze Award
Helen Shrimpton

	

Bronze Award
Patricia Hunt

	

Gold Award
Emma Wvness

	

Gold Award

Ten Tors Teams 1993
35 Mile Team

Louise Dalrymple-Smith
Sophie Clapp
Sarah Courtier
Sarah Hunt
Tanya Strongman
Kathleen Tudor
Emily Ryder

45 Mile Team

Hanna Drew
Kathryn Darby
Sophie Hawken
Naomi Tilley

Prize for Outdoor Pursuits
Awarded jointly to Hannah Drew and Louise Dalrymple-Smith

Leader

Reserve

Leader
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British Red Cross
Standard First Aid Certificate

Rukiya Ali
Jane Griffiths
Fiona Kempton
Faye McCluskey

Jessica Roberts
Naomi Tilley
Joanna Webb

City & Guilds of London Institute Novice Radio Amateurs' Written Examination

Sarah Courtier

Forms 11 and 12

Caroline Crossley
Kirsty Green
Catriona Kemeny
Rosanna Scott

G.C.S .E. Grades A, B and C

During the two years of their G .C .S .E. courses, all girls have been working towards producing their
own individual Record of Achievement . A Record of Achievement is a document that provides not
only a summary of a pupil ' s achievements but also a portrait of her individual abilities . qualities and
experiences . Our Record of Achievement programme operates under the name of the Cambridge
Partnership for Records of Achievement which is endorsed by the University of Cambridge Local
Examinations Syndicate .

5

	

A .E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

3
9

	

including 6 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Artithmetic
Pass with merit

6

	

including 1 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

6

	

including 2 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

7

	

including 2 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

7

	

A .E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

10

	

including 5 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
11C Form Prize

5

	

including 1 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
University of Cambridge Communicative Skills
in English Level 3 Reading Pass

Alyssa Arscott

Felicity Atkins
Emily Atkinson

Frances Bavin

Victoria Boulton

Laura Briscoe

Helen Brown

Lucinda Caunter

Vicky Chan
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Joanna Cook

	

7

	

including 1 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
L .A.M.D.A. Speaking of Verse and Prose
Grade 6 Distinction

Caroline Crossley

	

8

	

including 6 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
Trinity College of Music - Piano Duet
Grade 5 merit
A.B .R.S .M. Theory of Music Grade 5 Pass
A.B .R.S .M. Voice Grade 6 Distinction
City & Guilds Novice Radio Amateurs ' written Examination

Kathryn Darby

	

8

	

including 2 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

Hannah Drew

	

8

	

including 3 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

Sophie Dunkerley

	

8

	

including 2 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
Elizabeth Richards Cup for Craft Skills

Laura Eldridge

	

9

	

including 4 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
L .A.M.D .A. - Acting Grade 7 Honours
(A.B .R.S .M. - Piano Grade 2 Pass)

Rachel Evans

	

8

	

A .E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
Trinity College of Music - Piano Duet
Grade 5 Pass

Rebecca Gardiner

	

3

	

A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

Chloe Garwood

	

9

	

including 8 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
11C Form Prize

Kirsty Green

	

8

	

including 5 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
City & Guilds Novice Radio Amateurs' Written Examination
Watson Cup for Mathematics

Sally Harris

	

9

	

including 2 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
Trinity College of Music - Piano Duet
Grade 5 Merit

Kirstin Haslam

	

6

	

A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

Sophie Hawken

	

8

	

including 3 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
(A .B .R .S .M. - Singing Grade 4 Merit)

Sorrel Hughes

	

9

	

including 3 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
A .B .R.S .M. - Theory of Music Grade 5 Pass
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6

	

A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

7

	

including 3 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

9

	

including 7 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
City & Guilds Novice Radio Amateurs' Written Examination

10

	

including 7 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
British Red Cross Standard First Aid Certificate
Elizabeth Richards Cup for Craft Skills
11C Form Prize

4

	

A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency of Arithmetic
Pass with merit

Clair-Louise King

	

5
8

	

A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency of Arithmetic
Pass with merit

9

	

including 3 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

9

	

with 9 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency of Arithmetic
Pass with merit
11T Form Prize
West Bank Scholar 1993-1994

7

	

A .E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass

5

	

A .E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

6

	

including 1 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

6

	

including 1 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

9

	

including 2 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

9

	

including 5 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
L .A.M.D.A. - Speaking of Verse and Prose
Grade 5 Pass

5

	

including 1 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
Trinity College of Music - Piano Duet
Grade 5 Pass
L.A.M.D.A. - Speaking of Verse and Prose
Grade 5 Pass

7

	

A .E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
British Red Cross Standard First Aid Certificate

Lucy Jenkin

Joanna Kelsey

Catriona Kemeny

Fiona Kempton .

Claire Kidson

Elizabeth Knibbs

Wendy Lean

Petra Lukacik

Lucy MacEachern

Katy McCluskey

Joanna Morley

Coralie Olver

Nicola Pegg

Caroline Petit

Anna-Marie Riddler

Jessica Roberts
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Rebecca Shaw

	

6

	

including 1 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

Helen Shrimpton

	

8

	

including 2 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

Lucy Storrs

	

7

	

including 1 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
A.B .R .S .M. - Piano Grade 6 Pass

Emma Taylor

	

9

	

including 7 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
The Prize for Information Technology

Naomi Tilley

	

4

	

A .E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass
British Red Cross Standard First Aid Certificate

Sharon Waldron

	

6

	

A .E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass

Joanna Webb

	

7

	

including 6 at Grade A
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
British Red Cross standard First Aid Certificate
11T Form Prize

Michelle Worthington 6

	

including 1 at Grade A
A.E .B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit

G.C.S.E . subjects taken in Year 10

Kei Ono

	

Japanese Grade A

`A' Level, `AJS' Level, G.C.S .E . and other Awards gained in the Lower Sixth

Rukiya Ali

	

Cambridge Certificate in Additional Mathematics
Young Enterprise National Examination Pass
British Red Cross Standard First Aid Certificate

Hannah Armstrong

	

*A' Level Theatre Studies
University of Cambridge Law Studies Test
L.A.M.D.A. Senior Acting Silver Medal
Young Enterprise National Examination Credit
The Prize for Theatre Studies

Jodie Best

	

L .A.M.D.A. Acting Grade 8 Pass
Senior Acting Bronze Medal
Young Enterprise National Examination Credit

Victoria Brain

	

R.S .A. I Typewriting Skills Distinction
Young Enterprise National Examination Distinction

Katherine Chisnall

	

University of Cambridge Law Studies Test
R.S .A. I Typewriting Skills Distinction

Sarah Dooley

	

G.C .S .E . English Language
Young Enterprise National Examination Pass

Emma Gratton-Davey

	

University of Cambridge Law Studies Test
Jane Griffiths

	

G. C . S .E . Mathematics
Young Enterprise National Examination Credit
British Red Cross Standard First Aid Certificate

Helen Hammond

	

A.B .R .S .M. Saxophone Grade 6 Distinction
Young Enterprise National Examination Pass
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R.S .A. I Typewriting Skills Distinction
Young Enterprise National Examination Pass
R.S .A. I Typewriting Skills Distinction
Young Enterprise National Examination Distinction
British Red Cross Standard First Aid Certificate
G.C .S .E. English Literature, History and Mathematics
A.E.B . Certificate of Proficiency in Arithmetic
Pass with merit
G.C .S .E. English Language
City & Guilds Novice Radio Amateurs' Written Examination
R.S .A. I Typewriting Skills Distinction
Young Enterprise National Examination Pass
University of Cambridge Communicative Skills in English
Level 3 Reading, Listening, Oral Interaction Pass
University of Cambridge Communicative Skills in English
Level 3 Reading, Oral Interaction Pass
Young Enterprise National Examination Pass
University of Cambridge Law Studies Test
R.S .A. I Typewriting Skills Distinction
Young Enterprise National Examination Distinction
'A/S' Level Physics
Cambridge Certificate in Additional Mathematics
University of Cambridge Communicative Skills in English
Level 3 Reading Pass
Cambridge Certificate in Additional Mathematics Grade A
G.C .S .E. Chinese Grade A
University of Cambridge Communicative Skills in English
Level 3 Reading, Oral Interaction Pass

`A' Level, `A/S' Level and other Awards

English, History, Religious Studies
English, Mathematics, Music, Prize for Mathematics
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, R .S .A. II Typewriting
Skills Part 1 Pass, R .S .A. II Typewriting Skills Part 2 Distinction
The Prize for Chemistry
History of Art, Theatre Studies
English, History, History of Art, The Prize for English
History, Religious Studies Grade A, R .S .A. I Typewriting Skills
Pass, Miss Smith's Prize for History, The Prize for Religious
Education
Biology, Economics, History, `A/S' Level Applied Statistics
R .S .A. II Typewriting Skills Part 1 Distinction, R .S .A. II
Typewriting Skills Part 2 Distinction, C .C .P .R. Sports Leader's
Award
Economics, History of Art, Theatre Studies
Art and Design, History of Art, The Prize for Art
Economics, Music, Religious Studies, R .S .A. II Typewriting
Skills Part 1 Pass, R .S .A. II Typewriting Skills Part 2 Distinction
A.B .R .S .M. Piano Grade 5 Pass, A.B .R .S .M. Trumpet Grade 7
Pass, C .C .P .R. Sports Leader's Award
The Prize for Religious Education
Biology, History
Biology, Chemisty, French, R.S .A. II Typewriting Skills Part 1
Pass, R .S .A. II Typewriting Skills Part 2 Distinction.
C .C .P .R. Sports Leader ' s Award, The Prize for Biology

Victoria Hollinshead

Faye McCluskey

Rebecca Rees

Rosanna Scott

Cora Tang

Irene Tang

Rebecca Townsend

Hetty Wong

June Wong

Joanna Bellamy
Claire Blackmore
Juliane Brown

Zoe Farmer
Helena Garland-Selley
Helen Gill

Patricia Hunt

Elizabeth Letori
Debra Newbury
Hayley Newbury

Lucy Ryan
Emma Wyness
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School Awards

Sarah Bruce Cup (Service to School Music)

	

Claire Blackmore
Drama Plate (Service to School Drama)

	

Elizabeth Letori
Connell/Sandhurst Cup (Service to School)

	

Patricia Hunt
Harvey Cup (Service to School Games)

	

Debra Newbury
Head Girls' Prize for 1992/1993

	

Hayley Newbury

MUSIC ASSOCIATED BOARD RESULTS - Spring Term 1994

Practical

Grade 1 - Cornet

	

Pass Lucinda Tar
Piano

	

Pass Raya Tejapaibul

Grade 2 - Piano Pass Caroline Grant
Piano Pass with Merit Christina Constantine

Grade 3 - Piano Pass Louisa Robins
Piano Pass with Merit Alice Baumer

Grade 4 - Piano Pass Kei Ono

Grade 7 - Piano Pass Rachel Evans

The new Head of Music, Mr Antony Le Fleming, and Deputy Head, Mrs Sarah Farleigh, on
Speech Day 1993 with Emma Ramsden
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Speech Day 1993 - Deputy Head, Mrs Sue Bradley,
Guest Speaker, Surgeon Commander E. Hodges, R .N.

Prize Winner, Emily Atkinson

Speech Day 1994 Presentations
Retiring Head, Mrs W. Lune/

Guest Speaker, Mrs J. Lister - President, Plymouth Law Society
Retiring Chairman of the Board of Governors, Mrs C. Dyer
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ELIZABETH HOUSE REPORT

1993/94

Last year Elizabeth House took part in many different activities . These ranged

from athletic and sporting achievements to raising money for charities.

The standard of the interhouse netball this year was very high as 'Lizzie' House

swept the board and won both senior and junior Netball cups . We also

provided Mary House with very stiff competition in the Interhouse swimming

which was also very closely fought.

Sophie Dunkerley won two cups for her part in this, which were for best Senior

Swimmer and best Senior Sportsgirl . Nikki Pegg and Rebecca Gardiner, two of

our senior house members, also won the senior N .I .T. News and Information

Test prize for two consecutive terms . Sarah Whatman once again achieved the

prize for Juniors.

We have been a very active House where our charities are concerned as we

raised money in a number of different ways . These included a Mufti Day, a

Disco for the Juniors and some long stints of car washing to raise money for

school books for children in Africa and to buy a plot of land in the Rain Forest

and protect it from being destroyed.

One of our greatest achievements last year, however, was our winning of the

House Cup last term. This reflects the combined effort made by all the

members of our house by getting such a high number of house points.

Nikki Pegg.
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MARY HOUSE REPORT

1993/94

House Captain :

	

Jodie Best

Vice Captain :

	

Helen Hammond

Games Captains : Helen Shrimpton, Tanya Strongman and Rukiya Ali

Mary upheld the tradition of not winning the House Cup ; however we did

manage to make up for it on the sporting field.

The first team won the cross-country cup . Mary won the gymn trophy yet

again for the sixth time running, even without the help of Pat Hunt!

Not only did Mary House win the sporting cups during the winter term, but also

many budding young actresses stole the limelight of the show by winning the

drama cup. We ask ourselves, will they be the next Joanne Hurley and Emma

Thompson ?! Not to mention the Sixth form's stunning interpretation of the

Christmas spirit!

The Easter term saw sporting victory again with the juniors winning the lacrosse

cup . Even though the seniors didn't win the lax, it can be said that, in usual

Mary style, they did fight harder with only ten players as opposed to the usual

twelve!

With the promise of sunshine, Mary House were out to take it all ; achieve this

we did! Mary tackled the swimming and athletics in the styles of Karen

Pickering and Sally Gunnel, and swept up both trophies on the way.

Enthusiasm was still maintained by the time the tennis tournament came

around . Reminiscent of Wimbledon - rain as well (although not the strawberries

and cream this year) . Mary seniors won the tennis cup.

Individuals as well as teams shone, with Rik (Rukiya) winning the Jameson cup

for service to school sport . Mary also owes a big thank you to the Strongman

sisters, who cropped up in every competition possible!

Away from the field Nina Peter picked up the cup for service to school music.

Can we get any better? The House cup has yet to bear our name!

Congratulations and good luck for the coming year.

Sarah Storrs and Helen Shrimpton

Upper Vlth November 1994
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VICTORIA HOUSE REPORT

1993-94
Having been asked to write Victoria's House report for last year, literally at the

eleventh hour, I can only hope to give you a somewhat brief summary of the

year's triumphs and, need I say, very occasional failures.

Vicky's sport, it has been said, has not been our forte for many years but is

appears that the tables are indeed slowly turning . Our rounders team was

obviously a cut above the rest, both in junior and senior school, annihilating all

opposition from Elizabeth and Mary House and going on to slaughter the staff

team, despite the obvious blind spot they had when it came to restrictions of the

size of the fielding team.

Earlier in the year we had surpassed ourselves by winning the senior netball and

thereby destroying a long standing Victoria House tradition . Throughout the

rest of the year we chose to opt for the safe option in sport and enjoyed the

position of second in junior netball and lacrosse and senior lacrosse, because as

we all know perfection destroys itself and Victoria House is going to be a

growing phenomenon on the sports fields for a long time to come!

Now to the House Cup . It is at the moment in the hands of the opposition, and

all credit to them, but having won it in both the Autumn and the Spring terms,

we obviously became complacent and, whilst resting on our laurels, it was taken

from us! Never mind, this year we're back and preparing to reclaim what we

all know is rightfully Victoria's.

On the Charity front we organised both carol singing and abseiling on Haytor

with the kind help of the Marines - `Dave and Dave' . Both efforts raised

substantial amounts in aid of Cancer Research and only go to show the extreme

diversity of the House's talents.

To summarise, it was a good year all round, and despite the minor hiccup with

the House Cup we're on target to surpass their achievements, especially those

few who braved the elements to climb up Haytor only to jump back down again

pronto. A final word of encouragement from your present House Captain . All

try your best in this new academic year and when things are looking a little

bleak on the sporting field or the cross-country run, just remember Vicky's age

old attitude, that is is only fair to give the others a chance and at least we can't

come in fourth!

E. Atkinson.
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FROM MARIMBA TO PLANT POTS

The ninth annual Phyllis Dence Memorial concert was celebrated with an

inspiring performance by the ever popular percussionist Evelyn Glennie . She has

established herself as a distinguished musician and is believed to be the first full-time

solo percussionist in the world . It was therefore a great pleasure and privilege for

Stover School to have such an artist perform an exciting and varied recital.

The event was not only a feast for the ears, but provided the audience with an

intriguing visual display of a wide variety of percussion instruments . The pieces

performed on the marimba demonstrated the versatility of both the instrument and

performer and ranged from a concerto to an improvisatory piece based around a

Japanese theme.

Evelyn Glennie also performed one of her own compositions on the marimba

entitled "Giles" which was written in memory of one of her friends . This proved to be

a very moving experience . Her vibrant personality, which was evident throughout the

concert, was particularly prominent in the repertoire she included for drums . The

penultimate piece, "To The Earth", was a very clever example of how everyday

articles can be used to create a highly musical piece of percussion music . She used a

variety of garden plant pots especially chosen for the work to accompany spoken

verse which created a unique atmosphere.

The audience showed their appreciation of the concert by demanding an

encore and they were not disappointed with a rousing performance of Rimsky-

Korsakov's "Flight of the Bumble Bee".
The concert was enhanced by Evelyn Glennie's accompaniest Philip Smith,

who complemented her excellence in every way .

S. H . Farleigh

Guest Artiste Evelyn Glennie (Percussionist) with Catriona Kemeny 1994/5's Head Girl
at the Phyllis Dence Memorial Concert in May 1994
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FOOD TECHNOLOGY

The Spring project for the year 9 Food Technology group was based on

Sainsbury's Future Cooks competition.

The brief was to design a menu for a food personality . Annie Meharg chose to

make Turkey Escalopes with Calvados Sauce and Brandy Snap Baskets with

Pear Mousse, for Antonio Carluccio . He is the Chef and restaurateur who

regularly appears on "Food and Drink" . It was his knowledge of mushrooms

which fascinated Annie.

She was chosen as a South West Regional finalist and cooked her menu at the

Marriott Hotel in Bristol, in front of a panel of judges including a food writer for

the Weekend Telegraph and a famous chef.

The excellent blend of flavours in her menu, together with Annie's skills of

cooking and presentation, won her first place in the region . She won many

prizes including a Sainsbury's hamper worth £ 100, Le Creuset cookware, and

lunch at a top restaurant, as well as £ 100 for the school.

She now goes on to take part in the Grand Final at London's Savoy Hotel with

the chance of winning a trip to Disney World, Florida, for four and £500

spending money. We wish her the very best of luck.
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THE GOOD PERSON OF SZECHWAN

Anyone who still regards drama and live theatre as rarefied, with little

relevance to 'real' life, should have seen Stover's recent production of The

Good Person of Szechwan by Bertolt Brecht . It is salutary to realise that a

production of the same piece was simultaneously drawing huge audiences in

Moscow, a fact which underlines this play's continuing value and also validates

its author's belief that drama is a force that can help to change the world.

For the past three years Stover has offered a popular and extremely

successful A-level course in Theatre Studies, and Brecht's play was chosen to

give students on the course valuable practical experience . Bertolt Brecht,

writing largely between the two world wars in exile from Hitler's Germany, is a

seminal figure of modern drama . Wanting to break away from the traditional

theatre of illusion and psychological realism, he introduced radical effects and

techniques whcih have since become virtually standard practice, such as visible

scene changes and lighting, simplified sets and schematic characters who

intersperse their dialogue with songs and direct address to the audience.

Because, today, we take this approach very much for granted, the effect

of shock and alienation which Brecht wanted his plays to achieve is now rather

diluted. But in some ways this can prove advantageous . What came across

very clearly in the school's production was the full force of the play's theme:

the difficulty of being simply good in Shakespeare's "naughty world" - a world

where poverty, greed and corruption are endemic.
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Set originally in a fairy-tale China the story of ShenTeh, the penniless

prostitute was transferred, in Stover's production, to London's East End.

ShenTeh literally recieves a gift from the gods and sets up a small business, but

soon finds her good nature abused by everyone with whom she comes in

contact . In order to survive in this harsh world she disguises herself and her

better nature as her tough male cousin, Shui Tah . In spite of the twists and turns

of the plot her fundamental dilemma - "I would like to be good but how am I to

pay the rent?" - is not resolved . Brecht wanted the audience to think about

what it had seen and act on the challenge presented by the play . And so, at the

end, ShenTeh appeals directly to the audience to consider, "What sort of

measures you would recommend as a couplet to help good people to a happy

end."

In the context of his own times Brecht would have hoped it would

recommend Marxism ; but what makes the play a piece of continuing interest

and importance is that it is not political propaganda but a universal parable.

If this all sounds rather gloomy and demanding, think again . The

liveliness, humour and wealth of beautifully realised incident and detail kept

the audience alert and fascinated . Special mention must go to Emily Atkinson

in the demanding double role of ShenTeh/Shui Tah . But the play offered

opportunities for participation to others apart from budding actors and directors.

As well as many small acting parts girls could experience the various technical

aspects of lighting, staging and set and costume design and creation . Stover

students rose magnificently (as always) to a strong challenge, demonstrating not

only a huge variety of individual talents and skills but also their ability to co-

operate and work as a team . All this coalesced into a memorable production

which left its audience not only well entertained but also in a thoughtful frame

of mind - just as Brecht would have wanted.

V. Stevens
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SANE, KATHERINE, VICKY
AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY

At 9 .15 on a Wednesday morning at the end of last term, all of Year 7 piled into two

mini-buses (with Mrs Collinge and Mrs Bousfield) and set off for Cadbury's World in

Birmingham . As soon as we got near the factory we could smell the sweet smell of

melted chocolate . We were all dying to get in first!

At the gate we were given a bag of chocolate buttons . Then we had to go through

some pretend woods . Here we found out how the Aztecs first made chocolate.

The ingredients were vanilla, chili, cocoa beans and sugar . We tried some - it was

very hot! Then we went into the educational part about the history of Cadbury and

John Cadbury, the first man to make Cadbury's chocolate . We went into another

room where you could measure your height in Fudge wrappers.

By this time the chocolate smell was getting too much for most of us especially

when we went into the working part . As we were in the queue we were given a

Time Out bar and a Cadbury's World hat . In here we saw men and women

blocking, packaging and sealing the chocolate into boxes. We saw them from a

balcony with a big plastic shield in front . The chocolate was poured from a tap into

a jug then the person poured the chocolate into moulds . The moulds were then

clipped together and put on a machine with arms that rotated and this is how they

make chocolate bears .
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We tried some different flavours of chocolate and we were given a very cold and

hard chocolate leaf. It was a lot better than chocolate from the shops. It was the

freshest piece of chocolate in my life - and I had some sugared nougat . By this

time we must all have looked quite green but I still could have eaten a ton of the

stuff. There was also a big chocolate helter-skelter lit by fancy icing in different

colours. I think we all enjoyed the fun factory (even the staff).

Finally we went to the shop - (I think we must have spent hundreds of pounds in the

shop) - and then into the playground which was all Cadbury's sweets, and had our

photos taken . Overall I think I am not alone in saying that we all had a great time

and I am sure everyone else would love to go again.

Jane Howard, Katherine Storrs and Vicky Johnson

P.S. by anonymous staff member:

"I would love to be able to say that I was totally untouched by the tempting,

tantalising, tormenting smell of melting chocolate 	 but it's naugty to tell lies, isn't

it? (What time is the next bus, please	 )"
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SKI TRIP TO LES DEUX ALPES

March 1994

	

French Ski School Awards

DEBUTANT

	

Emma Ramsden
Julia Cooper

BRONZE AWARD

	

Elizabeth Antcliffe
Katie McGahey
Zoe Wallis

SILVER AWARDS

	

Genevieve Buckland
Emma Davey
Alison Green
Charlotte Harries
Rebecca Lambshead
Clare Perry
Sarah Taylor

Jude Crammer
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ACTIVITY WEEKEND (1,

On the 20th May our year set off for an activity weekend, some of us didn't

know what to expect . When we got there it was starting to rain again, so we

struggled to put our tents up . Then we celebrated with hot chocolate.

The next morning the `bus broke down, but we still managed to get to the

caves. We came out plastered with mud . Then we went to Tavistock for cream

teas.

That evening we did a typical camping event, we toasted marshmallows and

told ghost stories around a camp-fire.

The next morning we were woken up by Miss Lodgwig at 6 .00 am! We had a

choice of canoeing or abseiling . I went abseiling and they so kindly let me go

first!

After that we all decided to

jump off a thirty-five foot

bridge into fifteen feet of

water.

The weekend was really fun

even if I did come back with

a few bruises.

K. O'Dwyer Form 9
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YEAR 9 ACTIVITY WEEKEND (2)

We arrived at our camp-site on Friday evening . It was already getting dark.

The mist was setting in and it began to drizzle . Perfect conditions for putting up

tents! After a night of non-stop pelting rain and howling wind we were ready

for our first activity : caving. When we arrived people had mixed feelings about

what to expect, because for many it was their first time down a cave . We

started moving along in one long line - heading for the unknown! We were

climbing and scrambling through small holes and wading through muddy water.

Everyone came out absolutely filthy - but who cared? No one, because we'd all

had a great time.

It was still raining heavily when we got back to the camp site and it was decided

that it would be too dangerous to go rock climbing . So, instead we drove to

Tavistock and had a cup of tea and some cake at a small tea room . Late

Saturday afternoon we went orienteering around the nearby woods and fields.

We were all running around like maniacs, trying to find the control points . This

was a team competition so everyone was keen to finish quickly.

Sunday morning. It wasn't raining! Everybody cheered up and we got

organised for canoeing or abseiling . The canoeists were driven to Totnes and

we started paddling from the Steamer Quay . We had a couple of bumps on the
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way down, and a few laughs, as I was the first to capsize . We thought that it

would be Mr Priddes' turn next - so in he went! The climbers went to Haytor

where they had great fun climbing up then abseiling back down again.

On our way back to the camp site, we stopped at Holne Bridge . Miss Lodwig

and two other girls had decided to jump off and had been psyching themselves

up all the way to the bridge . Once Miss Lodwig and the others jumped and

came out saying, "Wow, that was excellent!" everyone else wanted to jump . In

the end about twelve people jumped, and some jumped more than once

because it was so exciting.

This was a brilliant weekend despite the weather, everyone had a great time and

hopefully it will be repeated next year .

Clare Cooper, Year 9
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TYCOON BUSINESS GAME

On Wednesday 10th November the team of Sixth Form pupils from Stover School

were runners up in the Tycoon Business Game sponsored by Barclays Bank at Exeter

University.

There were 56 teams from schools all over the South West competing and Stover, who

were runners up in 1992, were runners up again this year.

The game is a computer simulation business game where teams have to make business

decisions in the face of changing economic circumstances . The girls, all of whom were

in the Upper Sixth at Stover, made a profit of over £92,000 in their simulation and

were well ahead of the next team .

Back row -
Irene Tang, June Wong

Front row -
Katherine Chisnall, whose family live in Launceston and the managing

director, Victoria Hollinshead, who comes from Okehampton.
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Vlth FODM I ENCII DAY

All four of us, budding French students, made our way to Exeter

University, for a day of french study and lectures. Vicky drove us

there and we all arrived slightly shaken but still in one piece to be

greeted by many of our old school friends who were also waiting with

bated breath for a rather frightening run through and advice for our A

Level exam. Numerous lecturers gave us hints on how to do the

listening, reading, writing and oral exams. We all were ravenously

hungry by lunchtime and tucked into our packed lunches accompanied

of course by the necessary bars of chocolate . (To give us the extra

energy or some other equally weak excuse).

After lunch there was a film by Eric Qochant called `To the Eyes of the

World ', all about love (a most popular topic for films), but with a twist:

the man kidnaps a school bus to prove to his girlfriend that he loves

her. strange it may sound, but it was even stranger to watch.

At last three o'clock arrived and we were let loose into the light . Off

we sped in Vicky's car back to school and civilisation .

by Helen Hammond
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THEATRE TRIPS

Well, these can either be very eventful or occasionally very boring (of course, this is
hardly ever the case!) Once the coach has arrived at Stover and everyone has piled in,
everything usually runs smoothly and no one has ever yet been forgotton . A short
journey, usually to Exeter or maybe Newton Abbot then follows, the coach becoming
full of chatter which doesn't cease until everyone gets off, the sense of anticipation
mounting as we all rush through the theatre doors and queue up to buy sweets and
programmes at the kiosk.

The productions are on the whole very enjoyable, even though the occasional person
does tend to fall asleep! I shall mention one of the plays we went to see - `Sweeny
Todd', in which I thought that the special effects used were excellent, and I am sure
everybody who went will agree with me . One in particular was truly `felt' by the
audience - the part where Mrs Lovett was chopping up another unsuspecting customer
of the barber behind a white curtain, and what made it particularly gruesome was the
fact that you saw and heard a knife actually go into the `body' several times.

In most theatres the seating is quite comfortable and, even if it isn't, there is an interval
after about an hour or so, but when you have to sit on benches about twenty
centimetres wide (in Newton Abbot) for at least two hours, you do start to ache! We
arrive back at Stover at about 10 .30 pm usually, by which time I am, at any rate,
thoroughly tired out.

Even though most theatre trips are near to home, we do at times go elsewhere.
Recently Mrs Jorgensen and Mrs Watson took some of the fifth and sixth forms to
Stratford-upon-Avon to see `A Country Wife' which was very amusing and well worth
the three hour trip there and back (especially as we were able to eat at MacDonalds
before the play .)

All in all I think these trips make a welcome break from the schoolwork that we slave
over each day, and I look forward to seeing other plays in the future.

Kerry Smitheram Form 11C
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OCEAN YOUTH CLUB (1) - A VERY

"INTERESTING" EXPERIENCE	

At the end of last term I was given the opportunity to go on a week's sailing with the

OYC between the 2nd and 9th of April . I agreed immediately, since it would be my

first sailing experience, and I would also be able to complete my residential project for

my Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme.

The 2nd of April finally arrived and off I went to Turnchapel with my sleeping bag, a

pack of Stugeron, a camera, a passport, and the warmest clothes that I possessed -

not exactly high fashion items! Eventually after driving round the new traffic system at

Plymouth I finally arrived at Turnchapel, and I saw the boat I was to spend the next

week with.

The boat is a 72 foot ketch and weighs about 30 tonnes, and is called the Lady

Beaverbrook - she was actually the Falmouth Packet but was renamed some years ago.

As a ketch she can sail with four sails although she only has two masts . There is the

mizzen sail which is the sail in front of the steering position, the main sail, which is the

largest sail, and then the jib sail, which is right at the front of the boat.

Over the week I spent a large amount of my time "playing " with the jib ; i .e . throwing

myself towards the sea in an effort to get hold of the jib, pull it down, unhank it (take it

off) and then put the other jib on, hoist it up, and do all of this in force 7 winds, being

completely drenched in huge waves of ice-cold sea water whilst on a very good

imitation of an Alton Towers Roller Coaster, with the boat tipping at an average angle

of 45 degrees! At this point I was told it was very character building! By the end of

the week I must have had some character!!

If you weren't actually changing the sails you might be on watch for lobster pots (or in

my case seagulls) or on particularly rough days you might be on wave watches . This is

quite important if you are not a fan of barrages of icy, green sea water! That is not an

experience that I would recommend!

On the first evening we got to know the crew and also the boat . There were 15 of us

including the Skipper, first Mate, two Afterguards, a Bosun (general dogsbody), and

then ten crew. Our possible journey was discussed, but it was unfortunately decided

that it would not be possible to get to France or the Channel Islands, and so we

decided to go along the Cornish coast.

Tamar and I drew the short straw the first evening and as a result we had to get up at

6 .50 am and cook breakfast for fifteen in a galley 1m by 1 .5m! That is definitely not
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the easiest of tasks! I think that before anyone considers going on an OYC sail you

must be a practising contortionist to cope with the very limited space on a boat . You

have to be a people person as life on a boat brings you closer to other people -

literally!

After our gourmet breakfast was cleared away the crew was split into two watches or

groups of five with an afterguard heading the watch . We then proceeded to learn a bit

about the sailing of a 72 foot, 30 ton ketch . We were told how to keep our fingers

when using the "Man-eating" winch, which could very easily remove your fingers if

you got it wrong - certainly an incentive to use it correctly!

After a light lunch we got going . With little trouble we set off and motored out of the

marina towards the "open sea"! As if on cue the reasonable weather turned from

over-cast to a thick fog, it started raining and the wind also rose . Not exactly perfect

conditions for your first sail! We motored out into Plymouth Sound before we put up

the main sail and the jib . This was my first experience at the Roller Coaster Effect,

where trying to reach the jib I was nearly thrown overboard - the only thing that

stopped me from actually going over was my trusty safety harness that I had put on

only minutes before . Nevertheless I still got thoroughly drenched, and this was only

20 minutes after we had set out! We motored past Drake's Island, checked our

compass, and then we were off!

As we passed the breakwater there was a very large swell, and soon all those non-

believers in trusty Stugeron felt rather ill! We sailed a few miles further out, but the

weather was just getting worse, and so it was decided that we should turn back, and

avoid being caught in a gale . So we turned around and sailed to Cawsands Bay which

is right by Clovelly Bay Marina. There we practised tacking and gybing and man

overboard exercises - which can be very frustrating when the fender which is

overboard won't swim half a meter to the hook, and then the throttle gets stuck in full

ahead and you go dashing off across the bay, leaving the fender behind!

Bank Holiday Monday we were stuck at Turnchapel since the winds were gale force

and above, and it is not too clever to sail in that even if at all possible . We made the

most of our time ashore and spent the morning going over boat theory and learning

how to be an incompetent sailor! In the afternoon we went to the very impressive

leisure centre at the top of the hill . In the evening we all went to see Schindler's List

which was absolutely brilliant.

On Tuesday we were able to set sail to Fowey despite the fact we had great difficulty in

getting off the pontoon since the wind was blowing us with great enthusiasm on shore!

After several attempts and lots of seemingly complicated rope systems we finally

managed to get away .
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The sail to Fowey was brilliant - the weather was fine, the swell not too large, and

nobody felt ill . We arrived in the early evening and we were able to spend a little time

ashore. After a wonderful dinner (cooked by me and another girl - Lucy) Andy the

first mate gave us some silly coordination games to play, which were very amusing to

say the least!

In the morning we went ashore to Fowey, and so enthused was I about the sun that I

bought a pair of sun-glasses which was silly as we hardly saw the sun for the rest of the

week! Fowey itself was very pretty but we soon had to go back.

Our next port of call was Falmouth and so off we sailed . The wind had increased

(again) and so we had to decrease the size of our sails yet again! The sail to Falmouth

was also brilliant - the swell wasn't too large, the weather overcast but not wet . We

were travelling at about 7 or 8 knots and so we arrived at Falmouth quite quickly.

However the marina is very difficult to moor in because it is very shallow and so there

are sand banks all around where it has been dredged to allow the boats to come in.

The banks restrict the sailing greatly and as there are lots of very expensive boats

around it is also another problem to avoid them all!

After we had moored we went and viewed the facilities . The showers were amazing,

and they also had a pretty good restaurant . The next day we couldn't get out! The

wind was screaming down from the sea and into the marina, and as a result we were

blown onto the pontoon yet again! We tried and tried to get off and even with the

help of the marina officials attempting to tow us off we still couldn't leave . So we

spent the day in Falmouth which is quite a pretty town as towns go.

The next morning at 6 a.m . we ate breakfast and at 7 a .m . we were finally towed

away since the winds which had been forecast to drop had done so . It was Friday and

we had to be back in Plymouth on Saturday . It had taken us 5 days to get to

Falmouth and now we only had one to go the same distance!

Luckily the wind was in the right direction and we could sail with the wind rather than

as against it as we had been doing all week . The wind was very strong so we set off

with our two smallest sails : the trisail which is attached to the main mast but not to the

boom, and also the smallest jib that we possessed . We were travelling at an average

speed of about 10 - 10 .5 knots and at about 4pm we were finally in Plymouth, where

I ate the best and most welcome (homemade) pizza that I have ever eaten!

So finally we were in Plymouth on our last night of a very "interesting" week! We

spent the evening going over the week's past events and despite the awful weather we

all had a really good time .
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Saturday was spent cleaning the boat and finding lost hats, cameras and so on . At

12 .00 we were given a final de-briefing, and then we went on our way, and that was

the end of a brilliant week . Hopefully I will be able to go on another sail - but

preferably in better weather! I would recommend anyone to go on an OYC sail, as it

is a great experience -and very character building!

Catriona Kemeny L6

OCEAN YOUTH CLUB WEEKEND (2) - October 1994

If you enjoy being thrown around a boat, throwing up and sleeping in matchboxes

then the Ocean Youth Club is the thing for you!

Alice Paxton, Davina Sim, Jane Everett, Rebecca Lambshead, Sarah Taylor, Louise

Dalrymple-Smith, Ayesha Markland, Caroline Graham, Phillippa Hearne, Jenny Fisk.

Charlotte Whittaker and Victoria Tar battled against a Force 8 wind on the mighty

vessel Lady Beaverbrook . It's all very well cooking in a box for sixteen people, sitting

in a sardine tin, but the worst point of all was the loo!.

We joined the boat and the four afterguards, Debby, Martin, Clive and Tony (the

skipper) on Friday evening. We had a sleepless night in a coffin and then finally set

sail from Clovelly Bay Marina on a very gusty Saturday morning.

Looking efficient and professional in our bright yellow oilskins and firmly attached to

the boat by our harnesses we sailed to Fowey, stayed overnight, and sailed back again.

We had a great time despite the queasy stomachs!.

A.P., D.S., L.D-S .
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NEW IMAGE RUGBY

Wednesday 9th May, a day to make Stover history as our first ever rugby

match was played - and won! A squad of sixth formers arrived at Exeter
School sports pitch and jumped out of the `bus', looking very athletic for

year 12, kitted up in our studs and various bandage supports . We eyed up

our opposition, nearly got back in the `bus', but instead began a very

impressive warm up designed to make Exeter quake in their boots . Well

at least it was good entertainment value as we were rewarded with a

round of applause from the spectators once we'd finished our `psyching

up' session.

Once posing for the press was out of the way, we got down to the serious

stuff and put on our belts with velcro tags to avoid contact tackling. A

quick briefing session from Nick, the referee, preceded the game and

then the big moment arrived . The whistle blew and before you could say

`foul' or `offside' everything went haywire as tags were pulled off left,

right and centre and all fourteen of us dived on the ball at once . Well

obviously we needed a bit more control over our game so we reassembled,

having scrabbled around searching for our tags, and played on with a bit
more decorum. This obviously paid off with the result being an

impressive score of 19-10 over Exeter . Tries were scored by myself and

Catriona Kemeny and converted by Emma Gratton-Davey.

Once the final whistle blew we clapped each other off the pitch and all

tried to get back in front of the cameras to publicly acknowledge our

victory.

Then it was back to the `bus', having all had our fill of bangers, beans and

`taxi' biscuits, and now all sporting new `England Rugby' T shirts, a sort

of thankyou from Nick for giving Tag Rugby in this country such a good

start. The fun didn't stop there of course . There was still the report on

Westccountry T.V. to come and the following evening we piled into the

common room awaiting our moment of glory. Well it came, and then it
went again pretty soon as the feature lasted about thirty seconds . We had
made our mark however and we look forward to the next fixture and, as

the reporter from Westcountry put it, `watch out Carling and Co .'!

Emily Atkinson, 12P
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1993 The New Image Stover Rugby Team - with their proud coach Miss Stephanie Lodwig .



STOVER RUGBY

Move over Will Carling & team, Stover Rugby is here! It may not be

Mrs Lunel's ideal girls' sport, but has already taken off here in a big

way, thanks to our new games teacher Miss Lodwig . Being a member

of' Exeter women's rugby team and South West divisional women's

rugby team she is a major asset to Stover 's sport department! Having

begged to play, we managed to get her to set up a rugby club after

school . This was well attended, and enjoyed by all.

Not only did we have a rugby club but a sixth form team as well, who

played their first game against Exeter College and WON 19-10 but in

fact it need not have been mentioned in assembly, as you could tell

from Miss Lodwig's grin fixed on her face for the following three days.

Catriona Kemeny and Emily Atkinson scored the three tries,

converted by Emma Gratton-Davey. Then fame hit the team as West

Country filmed the game and reported on the first of its kind the

following night.

Sexist remarks have been made, but as England have scored no tries

in the last year, I think we are doing pretty well to have scored three

in our first game!

By Susie Reynolds, Year 12
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wo g EPERIENCE
When I got to the newsroom at Westcountry Television it took about ten

minutes for anyone to notice me as people and stories were flying
about the room in preparation for the first broadcast. Having avoided

a head on collision with what resembled a walking, talking pile of
papers that later turned out to be one of the Editors, I found my way to

the reporter I'd been assigned to for the day and from then on I

became part of that whirling mass of reporters and scripts known as the

newsroom and I enjoyed every second.

I was shown how to write scripts, edit, create graphics, find a good

story, report it well, throw balloons around on 'Birthday People', use the

cameras and report the weather with Ron . The whole experience was
everything I'd hoped it would be and more . As well as being taught

the 'ins and outs' of journalism I had really good fun as everyone there

made an effort to make me feel comfortable and I was just part of the
team.

The icing on the cake came on my last day when I went with a reporter

and cameraman to do some investigative journalism . We spent the
day searching for a man who'd made national headlines for fraud and

was now down in the South West . It was like a detective hunt, picking
up any clues we could, visiting everywhere he had and visiting his

solicitors for the press conference . We used motorbike couriers to get

tapes back to the studio in time and everything was a race against
time and the other well known television studio in the area.

The whole day was charged with excitement at the thought of a good

story and was the last factor that convinced me that the fast pace of
journalism would really be my cup of tea .

Emily Atkinson Year 12
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Girls attending a lecture given by Jennie (Nee Brewis) during Careers Week 1994 .



The Head Girls' Conference - Thursday 30th September

Soon you will be leaving home, alone to face
Love 's treacheries and transports. May these early years

Have shaped you to be whole,
To live unshielded from the rays

Which probe, enlighten and mature the human soul.
Goforth and make the best of it, my dears.

Extract from "Children Leaving Home" by C . Day Lewis

This year's GSA Head Girls' conference was held at Stover and the verse above was
supposedly the theme for the event - "Living unshielded from the rays" . No, this was
not an environmental conference but instead an occasion for over sixty Head Girls and
deputy Head Girls from all over the South West to get together and discuss the trials
and tribulations that any form of leadership brings.

After the initial welcoming and keynote address by Ms . Helen Robbins (a marketing
and public relations consultant), we divided into four groups for workshops . Everyone
did one workshop in the morning and having completely pigged out during the buffet
lunch (which I can only describe as the best meal I have ever experienced at Stover)
we resumed our workshop studies.

Themes discussed in the workshops were as follows : thinking positively, decision
making, dealing with bereavement, eating healthily and keeping fit . The workshop
organisers were all visitors to the school - Vanessa Pal ffi ey, a lecturer in Education at
Exeter University; Angie Page, a research student in Exercise Science also at Exeter
University; John Wright, Family Therapist and social worker from St . Luke's Hospice
who also works for the National Children's Home adolescent support team in
Plymouth and Helen Robbins, the keynote speaker.

The saying, "time flies when you are having fun", rang true for the day as it seemed to
end very quickly. I hope that the visiting Head Girls and deputy Head Girls found their
day beneficial and have since recovered from the shock of seeing a report (plus photo!)
about Head Girls in the Daily Mail the following week!

by Rebecca Townsend
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AMATEUR RADIO
Last year a group was formed to learn about Amateur radio and electronics.
An instructor came in once a week specifically to teach us this subject. In this
course it included topics such as:

Morse Code
Soldering
Components
Transmitting on a radio, and
Signals

The group consisted of eight people of all years . They were:

Catriona Kemeny
Caroline Crossley
Rosanna Scott
Petra Lukacik
Christina Constantine
Sarah Courtier
Charlotte Whittaker and
Kirsty Green

There were two teachers who also went to some of the classes : Karen
Murdoch and Roger Priddes . Only one of these people, however, went on to
take the exam and successfully passed with flying colours . This was our
very own I .T. teacher, Mr Priddes . He received the Amateur Radio license
which means he can now transmit to other stations with more power than a
novice license holder can.

Everyone passed the novice exam with the exception of two people . They
are permitted to transmit on a radio of their own . Many of the group have
actually transmitted before when an Amateur Radio license holder came in
and allowed us to speak on the radio . Due to a connection we made, several
people received a call card to remind them of whom they got in touch with.
On this day we transmitted as far as Fiji which is in the South Pacific . Even
though the signal was weak and muffled it was a great and beneficial
experience for us to reach so far without using a telephone.

The exam we took was multiple choice questions asking us about what we
had learned. Even for the people who failed to pass this exam it was a great
opportunity to learn more about radios and the equipment involved . The
course, apart from including plenty of revising and learning, was great fun
and very enjoyable . If the course is ever started again we would recommend
it to anyone of any age .

Sarah Courtier and Christina Constantine
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EXAMS!
Legs trembling - palms sweating I stumbled into the room . It was bare like a prison.

No posters up unlike other days, not even any projects. We filed in in alphabetical

order, grim faces all around, apart from the class swot . She was grinning and

mumbling under her breath - "the square on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of

the squares on the other two sides" and other mind-boggling facts . She was enjoying

it, that was obvious . She liked to tease and taunt us with her daunting knowledge.

I sat down on the creaky chair . Trust me to sit in the desk that wobbled unnervingly.

When everyone was seated the teacher stood up. Oh no, I thought, Mrs Dragnon, just

who I needed to make me feel more nervous . I chewed on my nails as the Dragon

(Mrs Dragnon) glared about, eyeing each of us suspiciously . She strutted down the

aisle laying the dreaded papers upside down on the tables . I turned round to try and

catch the attention of my friend . Instead to my horror, I found myself staring face to

face with the Dragon. Her eyes blazed and, if looks could kill, I would be lying

completely dead on the floor by now . She slammed the paper down on my desk,

setting it wobbling frantically . "You may begin	 NOW!" the Dragon exclaimed . I

turned the paper over with shaking fingers and stared at the paper, trying to make

sense of the blurred mass of black and white . My mind started drifting and I found

myself gazing absent-mindedly out of the window . I dreamed peacefully for a while

until I was awakened from them by the sound of high heels . The Dragon was walking

towards me. Her hair tugged back into a tight bun and her small glasses on the tip of

her nose made her look like some witch from a fairy tale . Her body was stiff and

upright and her chin was in the air (allowing me to see the entire contents of her

nose!) She was now peering down at my work . I could smell her stale breath. Hang

on a minute, I thought, I hadn't done any work . I looked up at her and gave her a

guilty grin. Then I glanced round the room. Everybody else was scribbling anxiously

away and hastily turning over pages . In a rush I forgot about the Dragon breathing

down my back and all my hard revision came gushing back . Gradually the mass of

blurred black and white separated out into questions . I put pen to paper and began

writing.

The time flew by in a hurry until we were told to stop writing . As I handed in my

pages of work I couldn't help noticing the surprised look on the Dragon's face . I

leant back in my chair and smiled proudly to myself, feeling sweat trickle down my

spine. I relaxed and joined in the excited chatter . We discussed the questions and

to my joy I found out I had got most of the questions right in both section A and 13.

I was just having a celebratory bar of chocolate when the class swot approached me.

"So how did you get on in Section C?" she asked . I felt all the colour drain from my

face and an immense feeling of anger (at myself, fear and shock ran through me .)

"Oh no," 1 croaked, "I didn't do it!" I just felt tears welling up in my eyes when the

class swot burst into hysterical laughter.

"Gotcha!" she shouted .

ANON
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SUPERNATURAL

The Parsons Lodge Story

Parsons Lodge is one of the numerous fortifications around

Gibraltar, and it holds the terrifying story of the Gibraltar

drug abuser.

Juan Traverso was taking L .S .D . at exactly 11 .40 pm on

Parsons Lodge when his friend Antonio Baglietto approached.

Juan saw his mate as a huge and ugly dragon, and

proceeded to stab him in the face many times with incredible

force, finally leaving the body in a bloody heap . Antonio was

later only able to be identified by his finger prints and dental
records . Juan then flung himself off the lodge into the cold,

dark, angry sea below.

It is said that if you return to the site of the gruesome

murder at exactly 11 .40 pm on the same night of the year,

you will hear the blood-curdling screams and the crunch as

the small but very dangerous penknife hits flesh and then

skull .
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The Parsons Lodge Ghost Hunt

Parsons Lodge was a lookout point in the days when Spain and Gibraltar were at war . Many

men were killed and when the war ended they were buried at the base of this ancient fort.

In 1989 . a group of nine or ten girls ranging between fifteen and nineteen years of age . went on
a ghost hunt there . after they had heard rumours that it was heavily haunted by the soldiers.

My best friend in Gibraltar. Paulina. was one of the girls . and she told me the story_ in great

detail.

They first of all set up camp in one of the largest of the rooms and when it got dark they started
off around the fort . They took three tape recorders with them. thinking that if they were to hear
something no one would believe them. so they would need some proof.

A couple of girls didn't believe any of it . and just went along for a laugh . But they soon
changed their tune . At about five minutes to midnight they still hadn't seen or heard anything
out of the ordinary so they started asking silly questions and taking the mickey out of the
Gibraltar Regiment . They would say things like - "The Gib . Regiment were so pathetic.
anyone else could have won the war in half the time! And those terrible uniforms they wore.

what colour were they? Green? Red? .. . No noise . But when they listened to the tape the next
day there was a short. simple message in a man's voice - "BLUE . -

Of course they didn't know all of this at the time as they hadn't heard the tape . so they carried
on asking. They went on to ask about the names of different soldiers . "Any Bens?" they
asked . `'Any Chrises? Any Nathans'?" . No sound. Only when they heard the tape did they

hear the angry man's voice shout 'WHO CARES?"

Around the back of the base of Parsons Lodge . there is a memorial stone with inscribed names
of war victims . I couldn't get down to photograph this as it has all recently been closed off to
be done up for heritage reasons . but at the time you could go down . Paulina was trying to read
one of the names on the stone . She said it several times . -Ham. Ham. Hamel . Hamelet?" The
tape later revealed the same man's voice say very clearly - "HAMELET" - they later found out
that was the proper pronunciation in those days . It was late and it was getting cold and seeing
as the girls didn't think they had found anything they decided to head home . They got into the
car and started to pull away . One of the non-believers happened to glance in the wing mirror

and gasped . In the moonlight she saw thirty or fourty men marching up and down on the top of
Parsons Lodge in blue army uniforms . She quickly glanced back out of the window and saw
nothing, just the Lodge standing innocently in the moonlight . It was about 4 .30 am and the
girls then got totally freaked out and rushed back to Donna's flat - where they heard the tapes.

There was no explanation for any of it . the voice couldn't have been any of the group as it was
clearly an older man's voice, and the marching recruits couldn't have got out of sight in a split
second.

To really top off the whole ordeal, their proof simply disappeared after they had played the tape
twice ; their voices were still on it . but not the man's voice. just silence .

Kathryn Tupper, IOH
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TRIP TO THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT AND
THE IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM

In the early part of the Autumn term 1993, the `A' level history group decided
that they were in need of a trip . We were willing to go anywhere or do
anything so long as we could have a day out . And so we were quite pleased
when we were offered some tickets for the Prime Minister's question time at
the House of Commons . (The tickets had been bought by the school at a local
auction .)

It seems that we were not the only Stoverians looking for a day out as we
teamed up with the Year 11 Classics group and the sixth form History of Art
group for the journey by train up to London . Leaving Newton Abbot at the
unhealthy hour of 6 .30 am, we arrived at Paddington at about 9 .30 am and then
split up into our respective groups to visit the various attractions that London
has to offer! The History of Art group to various art galleries, surprisingly
enough; Classics group to the British Museum (without a doubt, the most
boring museum ever built) and we, the budding historians, to the Imperial War
Museum (which in my opinion, is about the best Museum in London).

We finished our morning in the museum by buying Miss Young some new
posters for the History room and then settled ourselves in the museum gardens
to eat our packed lunches . After re-negotiating the London Underground we
arrived at Westminster and with a signed, flashy bit of paper, we were able to
go to the front of the huge queue forming outside the parliament buildings and
quickly through the security checks to the main hall where the Teignbridge MP,
Patrick Nicholls, was waiting to meet us.

The atmosphere in the House of Commons was like that of an Old Boys Club
with MPs cheering and heckling simply because it is "all rather fun" ; it is
amazing that anything ever actually gets decided . (I couldn't help being
reminded of prefect meetings!) The questions to the Prime Minister were
particularly relevant to us since they were mainly about education and youth
employment but the future seemed bleak.

After Question Time the place seemed to empty and we soon found out why.
The next debate was about Industry in the wilds of Wales, something that
seemed only to interest the Welsh MPs and so they were left debating the
subject amongst themselves.

Luckily we all met up safely at the end of the day at Paddington ready to return
to Stover and wait for another opportunity to organise a trip!

R Townsend
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OUR TRIP TO COVENTRY

It all began in our technology lesson . Mrs Collinge had a phone call from

somebody saying that Hannah Carew-Gibbs, Sophie Philip and I had won the

regional competition for Technology for Creativity . We entered the competition

the previous term.

We couldn't believe it, it seemed impossible! We were told that we had to produce

a team project between the three of us, to take to Coventry for the finals only eight

days later.

We had a lot of work to cover in that short time but we managed . We decided to

use Food Technology as that was the area we were working in at the time . We had

to make something which promoted technology in school . We had many ideas . but

our final decision was a large cake with many symbols of technology on it.

We had been working extremely hard over the past eight days . Hannah was

working on the presentation and helping with the modelling, Sophie was doing

most of the modelling and I wrote everything up on the computer.

It finally came to Wednesday morning and we began to pack the Camper-van with

all our work. We finally set off, along with sweets, drinks, crisps . magazines and

walkmans.

We reached the Rover centre in good time . This was where the judging and

prizegiving was to take place . We set up our stands and tables with everything out

just as we wanted it.

Hannah, Sophie and I were driven to the hotel in central Coventry . It was a four

star Hotel called the De Vere . It took quite a long time to get to it though because

our driver didn't know where he was going, and he was leading two other cars . At

one time all three cars were driving around the same roundabout at once trying to

decide which turning to take.

When we got to the hotel we were amazed . None of us had stayed in such a hotel

before and we felt very important . We went to our room to find that there were

two parts of the room with two beds in each, so we had to do quite a bit of

furniture removing .
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All three of us got dressed up for the buffet supper, where there were speeches to

be made . There was a wonderful variety of food, which we all thoroughly enjoyed.

Sophie, Hannah and I found it really embarassing as different people kept on

coming to sit at our table, to ask questions about our work and school . We met

several of the judges, so we had to make a good impression for the following day.

Thursday, the crucial day. We had quite a bit of time to spare before the briefing,

so we went to look at the cathederal which was just behind the hotel . After that we

went by taxi to the Rover Centre, for the briefing.

We were to be judged first with another school. One group of judges came to talk

to us and look at our project, then another group came . Most of the judges were

concentrating on the plate of cake which we had put out for testing, rather than

looking at our work! Just before they left I offered them a piece of cake, and they

all said. "Oh, yes please, I thought you'd never ask ."

We had quite a long wait after that whilst the other schools were being judged . But

we were kept amused by a video of Range Rovers on a journey across a mountain

range. We also spoke to some trainee female mechanics ; we did a competition to

see who could build a 'lego' tractor in the shortest time ; and we also saw the latest

technology on the computers.

When everybody had been judged we all had a marvellous buffet lunch . Afterwards

we were taken on an exclusive trip around the car design centre where no member

of the public has been before . This was a great experience as we saw the designing

process, the different parts being moulded into shape and even a prototype of a

future car.

Then came the moment we had all been waiting for . The results were read out, we

hadn't won but we were runners up, which we were very happy about . It was

certainly worth all our work. We thoroughly enjoyed ourselves and it was a great

experience for us all . All we can do is try harder next time .

Clare Cooper 9P
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WORD SQUARES
Stover School

J U N G L E F G H T
F P R E P P B F B E
R P U V B E A F A A
A L J W U V L O G C
B E S T S W T R F H
B S X T V T V M W E
I S L N O T M S G R
T 0 M R J V T U L S
S N G K V I E T A X
M S L N 0 M A R S Z
H A_ M S T E R_ S S Y

Lessons
Prep

Jungle
Stover
Grotto

Hamsters

	

Bus
Rabbits

	

Class
Teachers

	

Forms

M Riley

Horses

S S Q S U V P N O S T I R R U P S
S R T A X W I P G M L O Y T Q R S
I Z Y D B C C E F H K WN O P U P
D M Z D D A K J X I J X P W B V E
E L Y I K H A Y N E T K K X O Y I
R N O E P O Q R S E H D H O D Z H
E A A Q P O W V U T G F WN Y T A
I R S C R F X Y B Z ABC A B B M
N B B C D D Z R S R S T T S R Y Z
S H G U E Y Q P W T I Q W R U XD
I S J F C X W V R T L D C B S F E
Z X J U V K N O U U K J I A H G H
W N O P W R E Q G P M I D E E H A
B I T Q X Y Z T S O N H G E F I T

Saddle

	

Rugs

	

Bridle

	

Bucket
Pelham

	

Haynet

	

Stirrups

	

Halter
Bit

	

Sidereins

	

Hat

	

Bodybrush
Whip

	

Hoofpick
L Crisp
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Crete 1993

Last summer we went to the Greek Island of Crete for our two week

summer holiday. We stayed at Kastalia where there was a gorgeous

beach which ran for miles along the coastline, and we spent many a

day and evening on it . We tried out the Greek food and many of their

specialities.

During our stay we visited many sites and sandy beaches . The best site

was the Palace of Knossos, which has the famous tale of the Minotaur.

It was all very fascinating, but the heat was unbearable so we found

ourselves some interesting, large Grecian pots to shelter under!

We went into the main town of Chania, where we discovered the maze

of shops and the great Greek night festivities! We became extremely

good at bagging and sorting out the best leather goods from "Leather

Lane", which went on for one mile.

Whilst we were in Crete we met many of the locals and made lots of

Greek friends who showed us many interesting things about Greece.

We made one particularly good friend called Louis Louladakis, whose

"name Day" was celebrated during our stay . This to us is known as a

birthday, but as they are all named after a saint, when the saint's day is

celebrated they become one year older . We were invited to his party,

and learnt many different styles of Greek dancing!

These friends are now our penfriends and we are going to return to see

them next summer. We hope to impress them with the Greek words

they taught us and hopefully will be able to make some additions to

our vocabulary! We really enjoyed our holiday and would recommend

Crete to anyone .

YASAS!

Jenny Fisk

&'

Becky Hammond
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FRIED RICE

Fried Rice originated as a way of using up left-over rice and has become a dish

in itself. A variety of different ingredients may be added . Fried rice can be

served with other savoury foods or eaten as a meal on its own.

Recipe:

2 tbs vegetable oil

4 rashers of bacon with rind removed

1 onion, peeled and finely chopped

2 spring onions, sliced diagonally

3 eggs

400g cooked rice

100g frozen peas

1 tbs soy sauce

salt and pepper

1.

	

Cut the bacon into matchstick strips . Beat together the eggs, salt and

pepper, using a fork.

2.

	

Heat the oil in a wok or large saucepan . Stir-fry the onion and bacon for

two minutes . Add the spring onions and peas.

3.

	

Stir in the rice, mix in the soy sauce, and cook for a further five minutes,

stirring all the time.

4.

	

Pour the beaten egg into the rice in a thin stream, stirring all the time.

Cook for 1 - 2 minutes until the egg is cooked.

	

5 .

	

Serve the rice hot or cold .

Alvina Fu 10Y
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RIDING COMPETITION

On September 11th we travelled up to Stonar School - in Wiltshire to
represent Stover in an inter schools one day event . It was an in-
termediate event with an age restriction of 14-16 years.

After the dressage and show jumping, 'Victoria was lying joint second in
her section and Phillippa fourth . Each section contained about one
hundred and fifty competitors . We then had one more part to compete a
demanding cross-country course, which tested the horse to the limit . We
both would have gone clear except that we both had one small problem
on the course which occurred because of nerves and anxiety . We learned
from our mistakes and we will not make the same mistakes when we
hopefully compete in September in the senior 3'6' course, ages fifteen
and over.

Results:

Lunar (13)

	

Victoria Tar (14)

Dressage

	

33 pens

S/J

	

Open

X/J

	

2 stops

My Magic (10) Phillippa Hearne (14)

Dressage

	

39 pens

S/J

	

Open

X/J

	

fall
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Lunar and Victoria

My Magic and Phillipa
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STOVER OLD GIRLS ASSOCIATION
COMMITTEE

Chairman :

	

Elizabeth Langton (McIntyre)

Vice Chairman :

	

Kate Howard (Rowe)

Secretary :

	

Anthea Morley-Smith

Treasurer :

	

Sally Lean (Gray)

Rachel Evans, Melian Kearney (Pappin),

Bunty Scott (Jenner), Jennifer Lean,

Rosemary Jones, Head Girl : Rebecca Townsend

Dear Old Girls,

In recognition of Mr Guntrip's long association with the school, it was decided to plant

a tree in his memory. This was duly done on 13th November by Mrs Guntrip watched

by her family, Mrs Lunel, a group of present pupils and some Old Girls . The tree is a

copper beech, his favourite, and bears a plaque . There is also a seat outside Jubilee

Hall which visitors to the school can see . Old Girls might like to know that Mrs

Guntrip has left Garden Cottage to go and live with her younger daughter Valerie and

family in East Ogwell . She thanks the Old Girls very much for the tree and the seat.

We discussed the possibility of having some sort of graveyard memorials to Bishop

Key, Miss Dence and Miss Lidgate at Teigngrace Church . At the meeting last summer

it was obviously not possible to be sure whether or not we would be permitted to plant

shrubs etc . The committee felt that this would be a nicer tribute than fresh flowers

placed at different times during the year . It was decided to plant something suitable

for flowering during the spring for Bishop Key - at the time of the confirmation:

during mid-summer for Miss Dence - around the time of the concert ; and during the

autumn for Miss Lidgate, to mark the new school year . Full permission has now been

obtained from their families as well as the Rector and PCC . for Teigngrace . A date

for the planting will be decided at the AGM, and will be during the autumn.

An "Honours Book" is to be presented to the school to mark the Diamond Jubilee . It

is on order, and will be presented to the school on Speech Day.

A photograph of Miss Lidgate has been enlarged and enhanced, and when framed will

be presented to the school on 12th June.

Mrs Morgan is due to retire from the school, after long and valuable service . Old Girls

would, I am sure, wish to convey their best wishes for a long and happy retirement.

We hope to see as many of you as possible at Old Girls Day, Speech Day and all the

other occasions when we are particularly welcome at the school.

With best wishes .

	

Anthea Morley-Smith
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A Tree for Jack Guntrip

15th November 1993

Rainy weather did not stop the Stover School Old Girls' Association planting a copper

beech tree in memory of Mr. Jack Guntrip who was head gardener at the school for

over 40 years . His widow was invited to plant the tree on Saturday 12th November in

the beautiful grounds he loved so much.

Left - Right: Secretary of the Stover Old Girls ' Association, Anthea Morley-Smith;
Mrs Guntrip; members of Mr & Mrs Guntrip 's family, some of whom grew up on the

Stover estate and have watched the trees etc . planted by their father mature and
flourish.
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A.G.M.

At the A.G .M . on Reunion Day, there was a fairly good attendance and it was

particularly good to see some of the more recent Old Girls whom we hope will

return for future occasions.

At the Committee re-elections, it was announced that Elizabeth Langton wished

to retire from the position of Chairman . She has had a particularly unpleasant

year with not the least of her problems being her cottage catching fire . A warm

vote of thanks was given to her for her invaluable service and support.

Kate Howard was proposed and seconded for the vacant post of Chairman, a

position which she agreed to accept . The new Vice-Chairman voted into the

vacancy left by Kate is Rachel Evans, another popular member whose work in

that connection will be most welcome . In addition, two new members were

voted onto the Committee. Pene Key, a most welcome return to the

Committee after her years working abroad, and Tessa Shillabeer who has

contact with a number of her school colleagues from `82, regularly lectures at

Stover during Careers Week and lives in the Plymouth area.

A token presentation of a patio rose (complete with bowl) was made to Mrs

Brenda Morgan together with a cheque, which she had definite plans for! After

so many years connected with Stover, we hope that she will continue her links

and, with this in mind, she was also made an Honorary Member of the O .G .A.

Members enjoyed an excellent lunch and there was also a photograph taken, a

copy of which I will endeavour to get into this issue.

Plans are well ahead for the planting ceremonies at Teigngrace Church on

Speech Day and full details will be reported in next year's issue .

E.R .S.
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Old Girls' Association Members after the Annual General Meeting;
including Mrs Lune/ and Hiss Jewell-Hill, Miss Evans and Mrs Morgan

Presentation to Mrs Brenda Morgan at the Annual General Meeting of the
Old Girls ' Association
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OBITUARIES

Pauline Cameron-Head was Stover's first Head Girl . She is pictured on the terraces
with the School's founder Headmistress, Mrs Joan Key (formerly Miss Joan Dence)
and the Head Girl for 1982, Tessa Shillabeer . 1982 was Stover's Golden Jubilee year
and Pauline (or Puchy as she was known to her friends) gladly returned to Stover from
Scotland to be Guest of Honour and Speaker for the occasion.

PAT SHARP (nee Brewer)

Many of us `Old Girls' were very shocked and saddened to hear of the sudden death of
our old school friend of so many years, Pat Sharp . She came to Stover from the small
school which started at the `Chestnuts' in Newton Abbot with others who are still with us.

Twelve of us attended her funeral in Torquay on August 22nd to support her husband
and family.

I will miss our joint visits to Stover and always remember her as the first girl to speak
to me on my very first day at Stover. A sad farewell .

Rosemary Caine (nee Batterham)
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From THE TIMES, Saturday July 2nd, 1994

The death of Pauline Cameron-Head of Inverailort Castle, Inverness-shire, has robbed
the Highlands of a colourful character and leader of the Roman Catholic community whose
household was a significant political centre for more than half a century.

Much of the renown enjoyed by "Mrs C-H" came from her association with the world-
famous Glenfinnan Games, which she founded and of which she was convenor for 49 years.
But she was also revered as a Celtic political hostess who combined charm and acumen.

This regard stemmed primarily from her many years as a senior county councillor and
adviser to St . Andrews House, and as a hostess who not only had the ear of senior statesmen up
to Cabinet level, but also offered her own advice to anyone who came to her in trouble.

Born in Glasgow, a kinswoman of Viscount Gormanston, Lucretia Pauline Rebecca
Ann Farrell was educated at Stover School in Devon before the war, after which she became a
teacher .

She met and become engaged to Francis Cameron-Head, the Laird of Lochailort, while
she was billeted at the Lochailort Inn as a wartime ambulance driver in support of the
Commandos stationed at his castle . These were being trained by Colonel David Stirling of the

SAS .
The Laird of Lochailort courted her with rationed tinned jam and proposed on an

island in Loch Eilt . They were married in 1942.

When the war was over the couple restored the castle into what big houses should
surely be, but too rarely are - the living heart of the local community and a source of
inspiration and excellence.

Francis Cameron-Head died in 1957 leaving a young widow to run the huge estate, a
task she undertook with verve . When the Post Office withdrew their local office she converted
her morning room into a sub-branch, a role it still serves . For more than a year she herself
delivered the mails to Glen Uig by small launch until after her vigorous lobbying, the link to the

Mallaig road was built . In addition she was both a Deputy Lieutenant and a JP for Inverness-
shire, and for these duties and for the multitude of other services she rendered the community
was appointed OBE in 1971.

Her work for the less fortunate was prodigious . The ballroom at Inverailort Castle
was frequently converted to sleep groups of dozens of handicapped children (300 staying in or

near the castle was the record) . Her library was made public and, with "Annox" the long
suffering cook at her side, the dining room became one of the most famous in the Gaeltachd -
the Highland Gaelic-speaking area.

The guests came from all kinds of backgrounds . There would often be as many as
twenty house guests and at dinner the head of the Highland Board was quite likely to find
himself sitting next to a crofter, an expert on fish farming or the talented local historian, who
had been invited to stalk for a day and was still there three years later.

The stories about her "smeddum" (spirit) were legion . Once, for example, she found
her local poacher's net in her salmon river . She responded by hanging the net up to dry within
the public hall of the castle where it looked rather at home . Mortified, her poacher friend
replied by writing an anonymous Gaelic song about the incident, the net was removed and half
the Highlands were soon laughing with them both.

She had her detractors . Some claimed that she should spend more on maintaining her
castle and less on her court, others that her "open house" encouraged scroungers . Indeed, the
castle was once infamously dubbed by a local bard as a "bourach (chaos) of hungry cats and
lonely colonels".

But the people she herself respected loved her back and last week almost a thousand of

them flocked to her funeral.
Her life was proof of how the Highland estate system can indeed work to the benefit of

the community, particularly if the landowner is selfless, competent and resident.
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REUNIONS

- Have been again in favour this year with Trudi Elliott, Adrienne Day
and Bridget Wigram coming to Stover to meet up with fellow pupil
Melian Pappin (now Kearney) and Mrs Brenda Morgan, Trudi travelling
all the way from Australia . These four were at Stover together in 1972
and had a grand time revisiting old haunts and reliving happy times
spent at Stover.

The second reunion at Stover was with Sarah Kendall, Tara Clifford, Lara
Booth and Tiffany Evans, who were together here in 1988.

JULY `94 -

Tara Clifford, Sara Kendall, Claire Endacoff - Vlth '88

JULY '94 -

Lara Booth Head Girl and Tiffany Evans - Vlth '88

Sarah's husband Stephen (late of Dartmouth Naval College) and baby
daughter also enjoyed the return visit.

Yet another reunion, this time of larger proportions, was organised by
Jean Walker and ended up with practically the whole of '88's Vth form
including Annabel Kay who had travelled over from Italy for the
occasion! They all seemed to have a very enjoyable afternoon at
Stover ending up with a barbeque provided by the school's chef in the
portico! It was grand to see them all again . Well done Jean, for all
your hard work .
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Together Again After Twenty-Two Years!

The Upper Sixth form of 1971-72 consisted of four boarders and two day-girls . In May this
year the four boarders met up again at Stover ; three of them had never been back since they
left in 1972!

Trudi Beard (Elliott) was Deputy Head Girl . She moved to Australia several years
ago where she met her husband . They have three children . Trudi is, at present, considering
retraining as the youngest of her children has recently started full-time education.

Adrienne Pakeman (Day) lives near Chippenham with her husband and two children.
She recently left her job in school administration to help in her husband's family firm,
specialising in menswear; they have recently expanded to provide a mail order service.

Bridget Simmons (Wigram) lives in North Devon with her two children . Her life is
very busy, bringing up the children and participating in various activities within her local area.

Melian Kearney (Pappin) will be known to most of you, having returned to Stover to
teach!

M Kearney
(Head Girl 71/72)

Brenda Morgan, Tracey Elliot,

Adrienne Day, Bridget Wigram

32 Cutler Road,
Clontarf

N.S. W. 2093 ..
Australia.

29th May 1994
Dear Mrs Shillabeer,

I hope this print will reach you in time for the magazine publishing. I can 't tell you
what a thrilling day it was for me last week. I know the other girls think I am quite
mad but I cannot help the way I 've always felt about `The School ' and my days there -
they really were the happiest of my life.
What a lovely surprise it was to see you and Mrs Morgan after all these years!.
Melian has promised to arrange Old Girls ' Association membership for me and the
four of us have agreed to meet up for Old Girls ' Day in June 1996 . I look forward to
perhaps seeing you again then and would like to thank Mrs Lune/ so much for
allowing us to have our little reunion on Tuesday.

With best wishes,
Trudi
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DARTMOUTH MEMORIES

Last December there was a memorable day for
some present and former staff who were invited
to Katie Jackson's passing out parade at
Britannia Royal Naval College, Dartmouth,
where they joined Kate's family to celebrate
her success.

Despite the cold wind and several heavy
showers of rain, it was a most impressive
sight as the cadets marched onto the parade
ground from behind the curved walkways
where we were all standing to watch.

During the ceremony the cadets carried out
a number of complicated manoeuvres and,
at the end, those who were passing out
paraded up the steps and through the front
door of the college (for the very first time)
where tradition dictates that they throw
their caps in the air . Kate, by now
Midshipman K Jackson, RN, respiendent
in uniform and complete with sword, joined
us and escorted us to the Quarterdeck where
we enjoyed the Royal Navy's traditional
and generous hospitality in the form of
cocktails, followed by an excellent lunch.

This was a most memorable day for all of
us and we were delighted to be able to
join Katie and her family on this special
occasion.

Meanwhile, after a short leave, Kate set off for sea trials around the British Isles,
followed by the really painful experience of three months in the Caribbean! She came
back briefly to join in the D-Day celebrations and has since been to Stover, together
with other Old Girls, to give a talk to Year 10 girls during Careers Week . She
certainly looked extremely smart in her uniform.

We look forward to hearing of her promotion to Sub Lieutenant in due course when
she completes the next stage of her training .

M. Batten
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OLD GIRLS' NEWS

Katie French (nee ¶Tremlett) and husband Jonathan are pleased to announce the birth of

their son Willa, December 1993.

Lisa and Kate Tope write from Shotts House, 'Kaytor'1Q13 9XX . Lisa is an assistant

Warden at Bicton Agricultural College, hoping to become a BSS Instructor as well. She

graduated from the University of Glamorgan in Communication Studies - Bbl (lions).

Kate is a _ResidentialSales Negotiator for Cornerstones Estate Agents.

Mrs R Howard (nee Sharp) is living at Piddlehinton, Dorset.

Penny Spalding (nee youle) is living in Cambridge with her 6 year old son Benjamin.

Joanna Seecombe (nee Tritton) is living at Okehampton and farming with her husband

Geoff and son 2homas, born November 1992.

Laura Leigh (nee Calmady 9-lamlyn) lives in Crediton with her husband Peregrine and Son

Ronald, born November 9th, 1992.

;Anna Presswell is a qualified'ual fied 9lomeopathic Consultant wort-mg from her home.

GaiflMorgan (nee Cook) is living in Wales - one child due June 1993 . A son, we think!

Katy Tomkyns is a receptionist on the P c r 0 cruiser The Princess.

Sarah Ireland now manages the Cottage 'Hotel, `Hope Cove.

Margaret Ireland is a training advisor for the 'Hotel Training Board.

Susie Brown has finished a fine arts degree at Exeter University.

Carol Horton (nee Lowe) is living at West Alvington with her farming husband David

and working for National Westminster Bank, Totnes.

Angela Coward (nee Calmady 5-lamlyn) is living at Okehampton with husband Brian.

'They farm beef cattle and run livery stables.

Anne Biddle (nee Lowe) is living at !Marlborough, Devon with husband Alan, and is a

hotel receptionist.
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Georgina'heobald (nee Berry) is married to 7v1ark, a major in the Army. They live in Meet
with 2 daughters Caitlin (5) and Lucy (2).

Catherine Wellington (nee Swann) is married to Mike and living at Ipplepen with 2 sons,
Stephen (5) and Stuart (2).

Vicky Evans (nee Pierson) is married to Gfnn and living in Wellington, Somerset with
Patrick. (2).

Further Old Girls' News!

Julie Nock

Sophie Taylor

Karen Cotton (nee Watts) and her husband Tun now five at Bendfoc( Cowland Creek,
Keay, Truro ‘IV 6/qlT. They have two children, Christian (6) and Caroline (3). Karen
would like to get in touch with more of her contemporaries.

Kyla mock is now Property Manager and Deputy Advertisement Safes Manager for the
Mid--Devon Advertiser and the Teignmouth Post. Prior to this appointment she spent a
year touring ustra ha .
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Dr Susan Chestier (nee Broomfield) ('5'8-'63) is currently teaching Chemistry at St.

Margaret's School, Edinburgh . Susan has a daughter aged twenty seven. Susan visited

Stover en route for France in July this year . Her address: Belvedere, (Old memories?!)

Orimton Hall, Tranment, Fast Lothian EX35 .917.

Jennie Heaselden (nee Brewis) - has a daughter Katherine who is two and a half and a

son Matthew aged eighteen months . Jennie is nursing at Torbay Hospital and recently

visited Stover during Careers Week to lecture on Nursing . Her sister Sallie is also nursing

in Casualty at Torbay and sister Lucie is currently studying at Portsmouth University for

a degree in engineering.

Amanda Reedam (nee Whitbread) - was married in July . Both she and her husband Paul

now have teaching posts in Ethiopia.

Beverley Nicholas obtained her BBL in English and European Literature at the 'University

of Warwick earlier this year. Congratulations from us all, Beverley.

Kate Jackson successfully completed her training at the Royal Naval College Dartmouth

recently.

Alison Dawes (nee .leming) -address: Zion Cottage, Church Hill; Olveston, Bristol RS12

3B9'. Sister Susie is also married with three sons aged four, two and three months and still

full time nursing!

Sarah Christmas (nee Kendall) now has a little daughter.

Roseanne Kirkpatrick (nee Bellamy) (47-'49) and her sister Pauline Vernon (48-'54)

would also like to hear news fromschool colleagues.

Julie Connell was married in September, sorry no fuller details.

Maria Nash married David Penn, 30th April 1994.

Julie Nock was married Grit year to Roger Barons and they now have a baby son.

Alison Bowden was also married in 1993 to Stephen Beard.

Lynne White (nee Browning) - left Stover in 1961 was able to leaf through some old

magazines passed to her from an ex member of staff and wrote full of memories that school

photographs revived.
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Cathy Warne also wrote jull of news. She is studying Occupational Therapy at Lancaster

University and also achieved her Gold D . of E. in }larch 1993 although she has yet to

make her visit to Buckingham 'Palace!

Dr Pent Key has returned from a two and a ha(fyear secondment to the World 'Health

Organisation in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, where she acted as senior 'Health Advisor to the

`Ylinistry of 'Health during the UNsponsoredgeneral election and the re-establishment of a

democratic government. She is returning to work as Senior 'Health and Population Adviser

to the Overseas Development Administration of the Overseas Development Administration

of the F.C.O. - advising the British Aid Programme . It isgood to have her back on the Old

Girls' Committee.

Y ay Tribble wrote from her job at the Princess `Helena College near 'Hitchen in

!Hertfordshire, where she is on the 'House Staff and is also teaching music.

Kerry Chapman - who left Stover in 1990 - one of our more colourful characters, but she

keeps coming back bless her! - has just popped into the office (just couldn't pass thegate!) -

she tells me she is busy in London working for a record company in administration and

finance - having a 'brilliant' time. 'Her address now - 7, Museum Chambers, Bury Place,

London WC1A 2LD.

Emma 9KolesworthSt .Aubyn called in on her way through from her home in Cornwall to

London where she has a highly successful business connected with the fire fighting

irufustry.

Sophie Taylor is now living in Singapore and loving the lfe there. She was married in

Singapore on December 19th 1991 (sorry for the delay with this particular report!),

returning home to Christow to have a lovely family service of Blessing in September 1992.

'Her husband, LloydSmith from Edinburgh, is an airline pilot with Singapore Airlines and

_'V1r and Vlrs Les Taylor are now the proud grandparents of George Maitland Smith who

was born on October 19th 1994 . Sophie is planning a Christmas at home with all the

family in Christow this year.

514y family news -yennie is now working with deaf and blind children in Exeter, doing a

very worthwhile job which she thoroughly enjoys. She has just passed her first internal

exam, with flying colours . Tessa has this year passed her sergeant's exam - proud Mum for

both girls! Tessa is to be married next 'Faster. We are of course delighted, her partner in

crime prevention is a firm favourite with everyone.
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STOVER OLD GIRLS' ADDRESSES AND NEWS 3

Belinda Baudouy (nee Peaker)
Moorlands Cottage, Lustleigh, Devon.
Belinda now has a daughter at Stover, and keeps in touch with the following friends
who are Old Girls:

Serena Read (nee Sanderson)
Ashby House, Petitor Road, St . Marychurch, Torquay

Sally Allcorn (nee Hart)
Little Peafield, Calvington, Hailsham, E . Sussex

Janet Ploog (nee Wiltshire)
9032 S .W. Soper Road, Vashon Island, Washington 98070 . USA

Kate Howard (nee Rowe)
Kate also has a daughter at the school, and keeps in touch with various
contemporaries, including:

Corinne Joy
Havilland House, Havilland Road, St Peter Port, Guernsey.
Corinne is busy working as a translator, and travels a good deal.

Jean Bentley (nee Watson)
8 William Street, Cardiff CF 1 9JX
Jean is studying podiatry at Cardiff, returning to Dubai during the holidays . Both her
daughters are now working.

Jill Lane (nee Griffith)
Belbeze 82500, Beaumont de Lomage France.
Jill has 2 children at school in France . They visit England, but always welcome friends
holidaying in France!

Carolyn Reilly (nee Matheson)
69 S .Croxted Road, London SE21 8BA.
Carolyn is busier than ever, but managed a trip to her family back in Nicaragua earlier
this year . She sometimes sees CLEO ROONEY in London, and hears of her sister JO,
living in Paris.

Lynette (nee Beaman)
Lynette returned to Canada, where she is working in Real Estate in Vancouver.

Diana Lutley(nee Meakin)
Diana lives in Colehill, Wimborne, Dorset .
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Marilyn Lehndorf (nee Aucutt)
RD2, Koraha Road, Kumeu, New Zealand.
Marilyn now has some of her husband's relations living on the property, from where
they produce capsicums etc . They also seem to have quite a menagerie!

FINAL OLD GIRLS' NEWS!

Binta Singhateh (left 1990) - Graduated in May 1994 in Leisure and Tourism and is
now an Assistant Tourism Officer in Banjul, The Gambia . She wrote of her friends
and life at Stover with great warmth and affection . Contemporaries will remember her
huge smile, and outrageous sense of humour . Staff will remember how impossible it
was to stay cross with her for more than a couple of minutes - it doesn't sound as if
she's changed much!

Susie Parker - June 1994 BA Hons . in Retail Management and International
Marketing from Bournemouth University.

Patimal Hilliard (nee Wongsanguan) - left 1970 - would like to hear from anyone
who remembers her . Address, 2454 Tackard Road, North Arbor, Michigan 48j 104 .,
U .S .A.

UPPER SIXTH LEAVERS

Joanna Bellamy
Claire Blackmore
Juliane Brown
Amanda Courtier
Frances Coward
Rosalind Coward
Zoe Farmer
Helena Garland-Selley
Helen Gill
Patricia Hunt
Elizabeth Letori
Claire Lincoln

Debra Newbury
Hayley Newbury
Lucy Ryan
Emma Wyness

Deferred entry for Higher Education
Rolle College . Plymouth University . B .Ed . Mathematics - Primary
Deferred entry for Higher Education
Humberside University, B .A. (Hons) Environmental Science
University College London, B .A. (Hons) English
Manchester University, B .A. (Hons) Drama
Deferred entry for Higher Education
Deferred entry for Higher Education
University of Plymouth, B .A. (Hons) History/ Educational Studies
College of St .Mark & St .John Plymouth. B.A. Physical Recreation
Brighton University. B.A. (Hons) Computer Information Systems
University of Wales College of Cardiff, B .A. (Joint Hons) English &
Philosophy
Bedford College, B .Ed . (Hons) Secondary Physical Education
St. Davids University Lampeter, B .A. (Hons) Religious Studies
Deferred entry for Higher Education
Lancaster University, B .Sc . (Hons) Biology
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FINALE!

I feel I must sincerely apologise for the delay with your magazine this
year.

Although I had every intention of a copy reaching you at the end of last
term, last minute technical hitches proved otherwise!

This issue however, has been created under pressure during a very busy
year and I do hope that you will forgive me If your ,favourite item is
missing!

1 have enjoyed compiling the magazine for you over the past two years
and certainly enjoyed the additional contact it has given me with the girls
and although I have not always dotted the 'i 's and crossed the 't 's where
necessary, the magazine has continued to 'roll ' and that, to fete, was the
essential point.

Next year you will have Mrs Stevens and the staff room in charge and 1
am sure that the production will be excellent .

Eileen Shillabeer
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